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Guard to Enter Palace
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HAWLEY

Railroad King Who Causes
Commission Much Worry

TESTIMONY OF

Decides That Prosecution May
Admit All -- Similar
Offense" Testimony.

Leading Counsel For State
Delivers Impassioned
Argument In Haywood Case.
HARROW HOTLY CALLS

EXPOSED TO
CASE OF SMALLPOX

TODAY

1

Japanese Guards-MarqIto Prepares to Use
Necessary Force.
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'

'
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NEBRASKA SUFFERS
FROM INTENSE HEAT
Lincoln, Neb.. July 20. Nebraska
U suffering today the most intense
heat endured in the month of July
since 1901. The oilicial thermometer
of the weather bureau registered 84
degrees at 9 o'clock this morning.
The recent rains caused great
and mu.-- suffering is report-

tv

"LIAR"

Boise, Idaho. July 20. The trial
of William D. Haywood has entered
into the last stages. James H. Haw- ley, leading counsel for the state. Is
now arguing to the Jury that the eviilk
' ''
1
lit
dence presented proves the guilt of
I
Haywood as a memiber, to use his
words, "of the worst band of con
spirators that ever Infested any section of this country."
Hawley has
characterised Orchard's evidence as a
plain story told without effort at con
cealment, without fooastfulness, and
without concealment.
He maintains
that the confession of Orchard was
due to- the "saving power of Divine
grace.
"Orchard Told Truth."
Continuing today his opening ar
gument for the state. Hawlev first
K. II. IIARRIMAX.
devoted his attention to the alleged
attempt to wreck a train on the Florence and Cripple Creek railroad.
"Orchard undoubtedly was trying
THERE IS ONE CHANCE MISSOURI RIVER STILL to secure money from all the sources
he could," declared Hawley. "and I
am not going to defend him for hU
double dealings
in taking money
from both th Western Federation of
TO PROSECUTE
CAUSING HEAVY
Miners and the railroad company.
one claim we make for
There 1 'but
him, and ' that is that he ha told
you
the truth."
DAMAGE
Hawley said immediately after th
ii
train wrecking incident Orchard was
found again in the Western FederaV".
tion.
Dlsciwws Attempted Murder.
Department of Justice Has Kansas City Warehouses and Taking
up the matter of the attempted assassination
of Governor,
Qulndaro Lowlands Are
Evidence . Sufficient
Peabody, Hawley asserted that OrCU
Chart's, ttstlmony
anvpiy corroA
borated. He told of Peabody'a ao- -l
For Purpose.
Flooded.
tivltlea in the Colorado labor trou'r
bles and declared that th strongest
motive for his taking off was conWILL ACT ACCORDING
WATER IS N EARING
nected with the Western Federation.
"Ho possible personal motive could
TO PRESIDENT'S WISH
24 FOOT STAGE NOW be attributed to Orchard or Steva
Adams," said Hawley. "If there was
a word of untruth in Orchard's tesas to the attempts on Gov.
Washington. D. C. Julv 20. It !s
Kansas City, Mo., July 20. Both timony
Peaibody, who of all men was the
still an open question as to whether the Missouri and Kaw rivers continue best
to testify, but the maa
witness
Kdwam H. Harrlman shall be proswho now is in the basement of this
ecuted with a view to nutting him to rise at this point, causing some building,
Steve Adams. The prosecudamage. Basements on Union avebehind the bars.
brought this man to Boise; ha
Chairman Knapp, of the interstate nue In the west bottoms were filled tion
could be used by the defense if it
commerce icommJsslon,
does not with water
and in the so desired."
think that Harrlman will be pros- east bottomsthisthemorning,
Idiwycrs Cso Word "War."
water reached the
ecuted criminally under the federal
"I object to that," shouted Dar-ro- '
anti-trulaws, but it was no sur new boat Jlne warehouse at the foot
"It la an absolute untruth as
prise to those who were familiar with of Main street.
counsal well knows, and there is no
A hundred truck farmers In th
the doings of the Interstate commerce
such
record
in the case."
commission that this body did not lowland at Qulndaro, Kan., have
"if you say what I stated is un1'aTor Canteen.
been forced to flee.
prosecution.
recommend
such
Washington. July 20. The con
Weather Observer Connor today truth," replied Hawley in anger, "you
The question is said to naturally
ventlon of the army and navy today be one for the department of Justice, predicted that the Missouri will be- utter a deliberate falsehood."
Darrow renewed his objection and
voted In favor of restoration of the and the evidence is now all in the come stationary tonight, after reachJudge Wood said he would instruct
army canteen.
stage.
hands of Secretary Bonaparte. He is ing close to the
the Jury to disregard all statements
Damage t.rcat.
in consultation with Frank Kellogg,
While the danuige here has been made by counsel not borne out by tho
special attorney for conducting the
Harrlman inquiry. The latter has large the foot thiat there was warn- evidence.
to the Jury:
Hawley continued
PUBLISHING some
views on the subject of Har ing of the coming Hood In great meas"Adams is here
and
he .was
rinuin's liability, and his memoran ure lessened the loss, as merchants
brought
room and
court
into
this
dum to the Interstate commerce com and manufacturers had time to re- shown to you.
appearance
In
His
move
goods
danger
above the
their
mission was a much more vigorous
room gives the lie to the state- - '
COMPANY SUED
document than the final report made line before the water reached them. this
by
ment
made
counsel that the facts
The loss at other points on the
public.
Kaw is heavy, many lowland districts are not as I have related them.
Only Ono Cluinco.
one other man who
"There
is
Just
being flooded.
same
condition
The
There is Just one ground on which prevails on the Missouri, and with the could deny Orchard's statements aa
Peabody.
Gov.
to
attorneys
That man is Geo.
for the government believe additional rise from heavy local ralos
FORJIBEL
Pettlbone. If he did not counsel the
it Is possible tj prosecute llarrlmin the damage is growling dally.
under the criminal section of the
It is not expected that any great proposed murder why didn't they
Sherman act. This Is the manner in further rle is coming In either bring him here to say so?"
Hawley ridiculed the theory that
suppressed
he
competition in stream, though It Is practically Imwhich
Attorney General Asks $50, the
southwestern section of the coun- possible to guage the Intentions of the Mine Owners' association was retry by forcing a consolidation be- these rivets when they are at flood sponsible for the Independence depot
outrage, and asserted that the evi000 Damages For Insulting tween
his Southern Paclflo and the stage.
new railroad built by W. A. Clark, of
dence in support of this theory was
h
either from witnesses shown to be
Montana, which was intended to
Remarks as to His
perjurers, or utterly absurd upon its
an outlet from southern Cali- AMERICAN COUPLE
.
face.
fornia. Neither Harrlman nor Clark
Integrity.
Again Adams was not called ti
were permitted to testify in this inOrchard's atateiuent in
quiry as to this transaction, the purMARRIES IN LONDON contradict
Hawley admitted
pose In keeping them off the stand
this connection.
dogs
imsupposed to be followbeing
to avoid granting them the
that the
RESULTS FROM TRELing Orchard from the scene of the
munity which they earn under the
were called off iby a detecFORD INVESTIGATION
law hy testifying before the commisLondon, July 20. An Interesting explosion
of the Mine Owners' association,
sion.
marriage ceremony was celebrated at tive
was
this
after they had gone
While nothing Is said about It In noon today at St. Margaret's chapel, but
midea from the scene.
the report of the commission,
tho Westminister, the scene of nvany eight
Coming to the Bradley explosion,
conclusion Is reached
at Informal American weddings.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20.
Hawley asked why the defense did
conferences that immunity had been
Dr. David Moffat Killesple, son of not put Pettlbone on the stand to tesGeorge W. Prichard,
(KMM'ial)
earned by Harrlman in the matter of the late William Gillespie of New tify to his connection with the matgeneral, today ilkl
4 attorney
the Alton deal, the consolidation of York, and nephew of David Moffat, a ter of Bending money to Orchard in
' suit in the First Judicial district
the Union Pacific and Southern Pa- Denver capitalist,
wiu married to
court here against the Journal
Francisco.
cific
with the suppression of compe- Lillian Brechemln, daughter of Lieut. San
1'ubMshing Co., of Albuquerque
Haw ley's argument was a dispastition between them and for other Col. lirechemlu, of the United States sionate
alleging libel.
review of the evidence with,
suppressions of trade. The incidents army.
He asks damages to the ex- a bold denunciation of the methods
of his dealings with the Clark road,
This
tent of ID0.U00.
suit
of
counsel and the testimony of many
however, were left exempt from tho
out of alleged libelous at-- 4
t grows
witnesses for the defense. At the
law.
Immunity
by
Morning
REDUCTION
GRANT
made
the
tacks
noon recess Hawley announced that
Journal against Prichard during
he would conclude this afternoon.
'
the time he was investigating
Arthur Trelford, superintendent
WERE IRTlAND'S GEMS
IN
COAL
RATES
prison, on
of the territorial
MANY KILLED IN
charges of inhuman and cruel
treatment of convicts.
PLEDGED
FOR
LOAN
Prichard was acting under orNew York, July 20. To stimulate
PASSENGER COLLISION
ders from Gov. Kaynolds. In his
the purchase and shipment of coal
general
petition, the attorney
w hen the greatest
during
summer
the
cites many Instances of alleged
of cars for this purpose is
I number
lilel, in which he quotes from
alem. Mich.. July 20. A Pere
available, the Interstate Commerce
Dublin, Ireland. July 20.
the Journal, articles that he alManiuette excursion train, bound
request
commission,
the
of
at
the
rumors
are
current
Sensational
leges are libelous ami calculated
was wrecked
Union Pacific, and
Oregon Short from Ionia to Detroit, moTn
here in regard to the theft from
to Injure his character.
abOUJ
,thi
especially
railroads,
oV'Tk
has
Line
author- Dublin castle a few weeks ago
The tiling of tlus nult created
mlle8
ast
hr?,. ln,een
ized a reduction of Zh cents per ton
of a portion of the state regalia,
somewhat of a sensation. While
persons nri c allien aiiu iiiau;
iweniy
shipped
on
to
Washington,
coal
Idaho
valued at 1250,000. Hints are
the
Prichard was conducting
and Nevada between July 19 and Injured. were eleven coaches In th
being thrown nut that the gems
Trelford hearing, lie was berated
There
may soon be "discovered," with- - 4 September 1.
by the Morning Journal dally
train, which collided head on with a
any
explanation
as
out
of
to
where
4
motives
ulterior
freight. The excursion train was
and uccused
they have been, or who return- - 4 t.ltOYUH CI.KVKI..M
ami dishonest purposes In doing
loaded with employes from the railNOT Jr l LI.V 1UX"0 I'.UI'.D. road
4 ed them.
his duty.
shops on thcur annual outing.
general
attorney
they
would
have been
It is said that
The
Princeton. X. J., July 20. It is.
deposited as security for a loan
1
Cleve-not discuss the catte further
For Old .Murder,
stated here that
and the name of the alleged de- Oklahoma City.
kla.. July 20.
than to say I hat he could make
land, who had an attack of acu'.e
fret-lpositor is
mentioned In
a case ugainst the Journal and
Indigestion a few weeks ago, has not Sheriff H. M. Gray of Macon, Mo.,
atnot
tragic
private,
allow
the
a
with
hints
could
of
In
that he
this city today to take
recovered as soon as expected. It Is arrived
scan- 4 fcocial and
tacks of that paper on his in- hoped now that he will be able to back with him W. F. Davldso.i.
day.
tegrlty to pass unchallenged.
to his summer home In New ic.ned on charge of having niuvdelei
u man In Micon 2 7 jeais agj.
Hampshire by the first of August.

San Francisco, Cal., July 20. Ar
gunients In th Glass case over the
admissibility as evidence of the "wim-ioffense" testimony of ten of the
members of the board of supervisors.
who admnted that they accepted
bribes from T. V. Ilalsey to vote
against the ordinance
granting
competitive franchise to the Home
Telephone company eventuated yes
terdny in a decision by Judge Lawler
the effect of which is almost entirely
In favor of th prosecution.
The arguments gave rise to bitter
personalities between AssiMant
Lls
trict Attorney Francis J. Heney and
Attorney Delphia M. Del mas.
Kmallnox in Jail.
adjournment.
Immediately after
wn-s
which
taken until Monday, Sher
iff O Nelll informed Judge
Lawler
that smallpox has broken out In the
county jail, where Mayor Schmlts
and Emit j. Zimmer, vice president
of the Pacific States Telephone com
pany, are confined, the latter under
live days' sentence for contempt of
court, which expire this afternoon.
Judge Lawler instructed itne sne-rithat no prisoner shall be allowed to
leave the Jail until assurance is given
the court by the health officer that
there is no danger of infection being
carried.
would be
Otherwise
Zimmer
brought into court this afternoon and
given another opportunity to remove
his recalcitrancy.
(Jrand Jnrr Bnsr.
The grand Jury nels again Mon
day morntnsT in Native Sons' hall at
10 o'clock to' t89Viv graft matters
District Attorney Latigoon laai nigiu
refused to toy what line of Inquiry
and action the grand ijury will take
up.
it la virtually assured, however
that no immediate action will be
taken looking to the discipline of any
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph or
ftclals for Any alleged attempts to
tamper with the witnesses of the
Glass trial. It is more likely that the
proceedings of the inquisitorial body
will be connected wmn tiome ieie
ohone matters.
The fact that some criticism had
been made as to the apparent cessa.
tlon of the grand Jury's labors having
been brought to Langdon s attention
he remarked:
"Well, the grand Jury has not
closed Its labors at all. In fact. It
meets Monday morning.
hr

EDWARD ROBESON" TAYLOR.

E

IS A POET

CLOSE CALL FOR

LIFE

-

-

HE PROCLAIMS AN
LUDICROUS END OF
HONORABLE POLICY
ATTEMPT AT TRAGEDY
San Francisco, Cal., July 20. It
was in a book shop that Dr. Edward
It. Taylor was found when the district attorney set out to ask him to
serve the city of Kan Francisco as
its chief executive. Ten minutes lat
er he .was seated In his study, listening to the call which Rudolph
Spreckles and William H. Langdon
bought to him. It is significant of
the attainments of the man, at once
poet, lawyer and physician, that he
was In a book store when summoned
by the call to serve the city, but
with all his varied avocations, the
dean of the Hast'rgs Law college u
a man of affairs
It ws reci'lel
that ho wa a nim
.'f t r hoard
of freeholders which flamed the city
cnarier, ana wai nis exoerl-.-ncir.
municipal law fitted him' to be the
leader In bringing order out of cha ts
in the city.
He accepted the call to the mayor
alty to succeed Eugene E. Schmitz,

a.jr

claimed the following policy:
His Policy
"I accepted this office with much
reluctance, and only because I believed that any man who was re
quested to serve the city in this ca- oacuv in the hour nr tier npori ghnnlri
heed the request, no matter what the
personal sacrifice might be
"Had any pledges been exacted of
me by those who tendered the olfice.
I would not have considered the tender for
part of a second.
"I would not submit to any dictation in the administration of the office, nor do I believe that any one
who knew me would attempt to dictate to me.
"If I am called upon to appoint a
board of supervisors, I will select tho
very best men who can be induced
to accept the offices, and I shall exercise my own Judgment as to who
are the best men.
"I am going to do the best I can
for the city without regard to partisan politics, and, so far as I am
concerned, there will be no partisan
politics.
"As mayor of this city, every man
looks Just as'tall to me as every other
man.
"The first essential to good government is perfect order, and I snail
employ every arm of the law to the
end that such order shall prevail.
"I believe In autonomy In every de.
partment of the city government, and
i believe that commissioners should
be permitted to administer the affairs
of their respective departments, free
from dictation, as long as they demonstrate by th"eir acts that they are
honest and competent."
With but few exceptions the selection of lr. Taylor as mayor has met
with universal approval among tho
better class of citizens and it Is confidently expected that his selection
for this important otlice at this critical time will prove a most happy
city.
one for this sorely silk-keth

i:T

UIMtlVKItll--

ed

HVA.

WIFK
OHTAIVS DIVOIM K.
Edinburgh, Scotland. July 20.
The wife of the earl of Hosslyn. formerly Miss Anna Koblnson. of Minneapolis, was today granted a divorce.
The couple were married In London
on May 31, 105.

Two archaeoLondon.
logical discoveries in Kgypt of exceptional Interest have become known
here. They consist of some new sayings of Christ, and pottery of extremely ancient crude manufacture
conjecturally one hundred thousand
years old.

1MCOYK
July 20.

S

Mahnville, La., July 20. An at
tempt by a mob of a hundred men to
get at the four Italians convicted of
complicity in the Lamana child kid
naplng and murder, ended In a ludi
crous Masco early today. The mob
fled before the troops, when satisfied
the Midlers would shoot to kill, and
about a score of the men. who had
run down the railroad tracks, wre
met on a trestle by a special train
bringing more soldiers. The would
be lynchers were compelled to lumn
into the creek to save their lives, but
as far as known, none were seriously
uijureu.
Intentions
Out
The attempt made bv thi mnh iu
the second in which the four Italians
were the appointed victims. Thursday
uigni a moo or rour hundred people
formed, but was easily dispersed by
the soldiers. The mob last night, how
ever, was formed very quickly and at
er
tne beUt.f that lta m,nbi,r w'oul(1 oe
able to rush the Jail and secure the
three Italian men and one woman be
fore the soldiers could resist. Word
of th Intention of the mob. how
ever, leaked out and early In the
evening an additional corps of sol
'
started for thds place from
d.ier w
New Orleans.
Their train arrived
just in time to meet the would-b- e
lynchers on the bridge.
At noon, twenty-tw- o
bodies had
been taken from the wreck and there
were probably fifteen more dead
Five onra of the eleven in the train
escaped destruction. There are score
of injured.
There were about 800
passengers.
d

CUBAN

JOAN OF ARC
DIES

AT

HAVANA

New York, July 20. Cable advices
from Havana announce the death of
Senora Juan Quesada, the Cuban
Joan of Arc, at the age of seventy
She was the best known woman in
Cuba.
.she came of good family but chose
to aid her countrymen in the field In
the ten years war against Spain. She
was only one of the many Amazons
who wielded the machete, but her
bravery and the standing of her family made her famous.

JAMAICA

'
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,
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Dean of Law College Is Man Forced to Jump Into Stream
Who Succeeded Eugene
to Escape Train's
Schmitz.
Wheels.

.

nt

A

Question as to Why Steve Adams
and Pettlbone Were Not Used
to Disprove Orchard's
Storv Provokes Warm
Talk.

Disease Breaks Out In Jail and
Cout Orders All Prisoners Held
There Until Danger of
Infection Is

Passed.

Seoul, Korea, July 20. This after-ternothe
the rioters surrounding
premier's residence were dispersed by
the. Japanese police with the assistance of artillery. The premier sought
refuge in the palace, other ministers
going to the Japanese residency general. The reports of rifles continue
to be heard and Jt Is believed that
a collision has occurred between the
Japanese police and the Korean soldiers. At 10 o'clock last night. Marquis Ito was Informed that the Imperial guard had been clandestinely
ordered by former emperor to enter
murder
the palace at midnight and responthe whole caiblnet, which was
sible for his abdication.
Crown rrinc la Ruler.
This Is the official explanation of
the fact that the Japanese are garrisoning the palace. On being notified of the plot Marquis Ito ordered
troops sent to the scene.
The ceremonies attending the accession of the crown prince to the
throne were carried out at 10 o'clock
Japanese officials, and many consuls
Japanese officials, and many counsuls
general, were received In audience by
the new emperor at 4:30 p. m.
Gen. Haseganas' troops still garrl
son the palace and a regiment ar
rived from Ping Tang this morning
to
the garrison.
Attempt to Murder Cabinet.
The streets were toeing cleared at
noon when desultory rifle firing was
heard In different parts of the city,
presumably by deserters
from the
Ping Yang regiment, whose plotting
continues. The Plag Yang regiment
was disarmed during the night on account of having furnished yesterday's
mutineers with rifles and because it
was suspected of plotting to cap
ture the palace.
It is said that the plotting con
tlnues along this line. A concerted
effort was made at 2 p. m. today to
murder the entire cabinet.
Mob backs and Burns.
After haranguing at the Temple of
Heaven, a mob of two thousand
marched a mile to the mansion of
Iwanyung, which they sacked and
burned. The same fate was visited
on the homes of the prime minister
and others. At the home of the minister of war, the mob was met by
Japanese guards who repulsed the
rioters wounding and killing many.
All shops at Ping Yang are closed.
The safety of the Japanese is proble
metlcal as the departure of the regi
ment for Seoul this morning leaves
only 800 Japanese troops in the city.
Serious Illot.
A company of Korean troops nil
tlnied yesterday, escaped from the
barracks without officers and stacked
'
the police station on the main street
at the Great Bell. After firing sev
eral valleys they scattered, continu
lug a desultory firing and attacking
Individual Japanese. They were Joined by the populace, who used stones
and clubs. Ten wounded have reach
ed the hospital In the Japanese ouar
ter vwhere the Japanese are flocking
for refuge, fcSeven Japanese and four
Koreans are dead, and three Jap
anese and two Koreans wounded
General Hasegawa sent dismounted
cavalry to reinforce the police, who
are still searching for the mutineers.
The militia was also ordered out.
An official report states that ten
Japanese
were killed and thirty
wounded In the rioting yesterday
The number of Korean victims is
given.
Ready for Attack.
July 20. (After
Tokio, Japan,
noon.) Reports from Seoul state
that four machine guns are now at
the Tainan gate. Should the Kort
ans repeat yesterday's behavior by
nrlng upon the Japanese ponce, the
Japanese troops will not hestltate to
retaliate.
May Abduct Kmperor.
Later telegrams from Seoul state
some collisions have been occurring
between the Japanese police and the
rioters, and that Korean soldiers also
fired upon the Japanese police. Some
were wounded on both sides.
The
trouble was immediately suppressed
by the appearance of Japanese artil
lery. who apparently terrified tlv
rioters. An extra edition of a Ko
rean dally, saying that the empera
would be carried away to Japan, i
causing excitement.
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Kingston, Jamaica. July 20.
The seriousness of the famine
in eastern Jamaica, caused
by 4
an eight months' drought, Is In- creasing. Crops are entirely de- troyed and thehe has been a 4
great loss of cattle.
4
Hundreds of person are sub- Fisting on mangoes and many
hunger
are dying from
and
thirst. There is no prospect of
relief until the October rains A
begin.
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so,

Have YOU Been In
.

CABINETS

HOOSIER

KITCHEN

Takes the place

!

CABINET

the throttle of the engine and allowed It to nam station after station nt
full peed. Fireman Claud Kelley endeavored to dissuade the engineer,
but In vain. Then a combat enwued
In which Kelley finally overpowered
the engineer and tied him to his seat.
INtsermgers on the train held to their
seats In horror at the great speed of
the train and all the efforts of the
conductor and brakeman to stop the
train were in vain.
Within a few feet of an open switch
the train finally stopped when the
fireman gained control of the engine.
The Insane engineer was taken to a
hospital on arriving here and Kelley

saves more steps than a bicycle

a Psetrjr, Capboard asd Table.

Larje auortmcat Jaat received.

W. V. FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.

1

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

OPERATORS WILL
WORK TWELVE

OURS
Santa Fe Has Not Compiled
With

New Texas
Law.

trains shall not exceed twenty-fiv- e
miles an hour.
4.
Until defects In the line between Pleasant Hill and Joplln arc
corrected, the speed of trains shall
not exceed twenty-fiv- e
miles an hour.
The commission adds: "It is possible that trains might go safely over
these divisions at greater speed, hut
possibilities of accidents Is too great,
and In as much as repairs, if entered
upon at once, can be made In comparatively short time, the speed limit
need not long remain In effect, but
with proper regard for the safety of
those who travel this order must be
respected until such time as the
commission feels the limit may be
safely withdrawn."
In view of the badly washed condition of the line at places south of
the river route. It Is ordered that
such track be patrolled until the repairs are made.

AXTI PASS LAW MAY
I1K INCONSTITITIOXAL
The enemies of the new antUnass
20. Orders law In Texas, and there are many of
Kl Paso, Tfotna, July
have been received at the Santa Fe them, foelieve there Is a chance to
dispatcher's office to the effect that break Its hack.
What has given them hopes Is the
telegraph operators here- will continue to work twelve hours a day, Inquiry raised by Railroad Commisnotwithstanding the fact that the sioner Colquitt in regard to telegraph
new law which went Into effect on companies making a press rate for
the 12th of this month expressly pro- newspapers, which has called up a
hibits any operator handling train number of Interesting Questions In
law.
orders from working more than eight regard to the anti-pas- s
Some people who have not regard
hours In one day.
law in a friendly
These orders were Issued from the ed the anti-paat light think they see In this provision
office of Superintendent Flnan
San Marclal, N. M., on the 15th and in regard to telegraph companies a
were addressed Jointly to Agent K. part of the law which may knock it
JE. Qoortng, Day Operator L. P. Cros-e- tt out in tne nigner courts.
In the .beginning, the history of the
and Night Operator George
legislation shows that
Fisher. They provide that train or- state antl-paiders and train reports shall only be a separate anti-palaw was written
eight
hours governing telegraph companies. Dur
handled during the first
the operator 4s on duty, or between ing the legislative process this bill
C p. m. and 3 p. m. and from 6 p. m. was combined
with the railroad,
until 3 a. m. The operator, however. street railway and express company
Is required to put In the other three anti-palaw. Some people think
hours at the wire.
the two laws were put together with
Superintendent Flnan gives the fol- undue care.
lowing Interpretation of the law In
up port of the position he has taken RAILROADS FIGHT
.. in the matter:
FOR RIGHT OF WAY.
IDouglas, Ariz., July 20. It Is to be
Meaning of Law.
"The Intent and meaning of the war to tne death between the South
in
law in question is that an operator ern Pacific and the Phelps-Dodg- e
must not be held on duty longer than terests over the Southern Pacific'
eight consecutive hours during the right of way into Nacozarl. The
day where they are engaged in hand- Southern Pacific is tearing down all
ling of train orders, blocking or re- buildings In Its way and threatens to
porting trains, but where work can demolish a 350,000 club house belongbe so arraneed that they will not ing to the Phelps-Dodg- e
interests and
have to do that particular class of the annex to the Phelps-Dodg- e
ho
may
to
exceed tel.
be used not
work they
fourteen hours in any one day."
To such a tense point have rela
For the first two days after the law tions between the Randolph Southern
went Into effect the operators only Pacific Interests and the established
worked eight hours, cutting out one Phelps-Dodg- e
holdings, the latter
shift and closing the office for eight represented toy the Nacozarl railroad
hours during the day. Then instruc and the Montezuma Copper company.
tions were received from the euperin oeen drawn that the vice governor of
tendent's office on the 15th to begin Sonora, Alberto Ouibillas, soon to sucworking twelve hours a day again. ceed General Torres as governor, ha
After much correspondence between gone to tne scene of the complica
Mr. Crosett and the superintendent tions and is there being besekged by
In regard to the matter the operators numerous representatives of the war
began working twelve hours again ring interests.
with the assurance that the company
would back them up in any legal WILL RUN" TRAIN
proceedings which might arise from
IN THREE SECTIONS
Passenger train .No. 10 will be run
such action. It now remains with
the county attorney to say whether out of Albuquerque tomorrow morn
the law may be evaded In this man ing in three sections. The first sec
tion will be the regular train to Chi
ner or not.
In a parallel case at Waxahachle, cago from CI Paso; the second sec
Texas, two operators on the M., K, tion will convey the Albuquerque
4V T. railroad
restgned rather than pauallon or tne urst Regiment, New
run the risk of disobeying the law Mexico National guard, in command
on being instructed to continue work of Major li. Kuppe.
ing twelve hours a day.
The third section will carry the
All the other roads running
into Mcintosh Drowns, the local Elks and
El Paso have complied with the let as many Albuquerque base bail fans
ter of the law and have made add as can crowd aboard, to Santa Fe.
ttons to their forces. Three ope rat
The sections will follow each other
A number of
have been added by the Q., H. & 8. out of Albuquerque.
A., two by the Southwesteren, one by extra coaches and several extra train
the T. & P. and one at the dtapatcn crews have been transferred here to
er's office in the Union depot.
take charge of the two specials.
SANTA FE ROAD PITS
RAILROAD HAS MORE
ON EXTRA CONDUCTORS
KNOilXKS THAN CARS
The Santa Fe railroad has com
Upon the Pennsylvania
railroad's pleted
arrangements for putting ex
lines east of Pittsburg there are re
conductors on some of their pas.
quired 952 more locomotives than tra
senger
passenger cars to handle the traffic
trains where the business is
offered, according to the annual re exceedingly heavy during this season
port of the general manager. Just Is of the year. This step is necessitated
sued. There are in service upon on account of the mileage books
were issued recently under the
these lines 4Uy locomotives and 3147 which
new law.
passenger cars, the report says.
It takes a conductor about five
In 1D06 the number of locomotives
was Increased from 3862 to 4099. Of minutes to collect transportation ou
of
each mileage book and on this
were
equip
205
added to the
these
account when business is very heavy
cnent of the Pennsylvania railroad.
The problem of keeping railroad between two stations, the conductor
equipment In repair, especially where Is often unable to collect all the
tickets. These extra conductors will
it Is required to come up to the high- be
put on at once.
est standard at all times. Is demonstrated In the fact that in 1906 it re CALIFORNIA IIKAT
quired 207.606 new steel wheels for
KILLS LAKORKRS,
Pennsylvania railroad cars and loco
Needles. Cal., July 20. Two Mex
motives, 21,84 3 new steel axles and
paxt
died
leans
week at the extra
the
6638 new steel tires.
of J. C. HU1 between here and
At the shops of the Pennsylvania camp
ToMK-k- .
One death occured Thurs
railroad during 1906 there were built day and the
other Friday. The cause
35 locomotives, 149 passenger car,
of
is supposed to be from
the
deaths
76
cars,
freight
2124
and
maintain working In
the excessive heat that
ance of way equipment cars.
has prevailed during the month. Un
less these laborers are watched close
MISSOURI PACIFIC IIOAI)
they take very poor care of them
REPAIR TRACK ly
.:itT
selves and do not supply themselves
Topeka, Kan., July 20. The MIS' with sufficient
nourishing food, which
aouri board of railroad commissionprobably had something to do with
ers met yesterday at the Kquitable their deaths.
Judge
building and itisued an order upon inquest in both cases. Root held the
the MiMsouri Pacific Railway compa
fiy as follows:
The Harvey house. In course o
1. That until defects In the physt
construction at Needles, Cal., has been
cal condition of the main line descrlb named Ki Garcia, after an old Span
ed in detail in the report of the board ish priest that made a long mission
are corrected, the speed of the trains tour through the desert country In
ahall not exceed thirty miles an the early days of settlement.
The
hour between Jefferson City and work Is still being rushed with no
City.
sign of abatement on account of th
Kansas
2.
Until defects described In the hot weather. The expectations are
report with reference to the Colorado that it will be open by the first of
line between Kansas City and the the year.
iKansas state line are remedied, the
arpeed of trains on that line shall not IXSAXE KMilXKEK AT
exceed twelve miles per hour.
Til HO I'l l E OF
-- 11:
tiellmrixipatg-LNc- y
8xis
IXnver, Colo., July 20. William
3. Until defects on th line of the Wilson, engineer of a Hock
Island
river route from Kansas City to Cole train from Chicago, became suddenly
early
morning,
opened
this
Junction are corrected, the speed of Insane
-

ss

was placed in charge.
NOGALES RAILROAD YARDS
OROWDKD
WITH FREIGHT.
Nogales,
Ariz.,
July 20. The
freight yard In Nogales Is at present
full of cars loaded with bridges, ties
and construction
material intended
for lower Mexico, on the Cananea,
Yaqul River A Pacific road.
For
weeks freight has been going south
In large quantities, and both men and
material are being used In abund
ance.
P. Ripley. tralnmaMer of the Rio
Grande division, arrived here this
morning from Snn Maroial.
Seventy-nin- e
Navajo Indians, wno
have been employed in Colorado and
the east, passed through Albuquer
que last evening en route to the res
ervation, via Gallup, N. M., to participate In the fall dances.
by the
137 Mexicans, employed
Santa Fe, passed through Albuquerque this morning en route to Gales-bur-g,
111., where they will work on
the Illinois division, repairing road
bed.
A car load of Italians employed by
the Harriman lines passed through
the city last night on No. 7 en route
o San Francisco, where they will be
put to work as section hands.
Six waitresses, formerly employed
In the Alvarado lunch room, 'have
been transferred to the El Paso
lunch room. They left this morning
on No. 9 for their new stations.
J. S. MiUher, formerly connected
with the Santa Fe at Chanute, Kas.,
has been appointed as depot platform foreman, vice Joseph Duffy,
who becomes assistant foreman.
Arthur W. Sherer, night ticket
agent at the pa.ssenger depot, who
went to Topeka last week to attend
the funeral of his grandmother, will
return home next week.
The new main line passenger
tracks nt the depot will be placed in
commission tonight.
E. J. Gibson, superintendent of the
Albuquerque division, is In the city
today.
Dyspepsia is our national ailment
Burdock Iilood Hitters is the nation
al cure for it. It strengthens stom
ach membranes, promotes flow of di
gestive Juices,
purifies the blood
builds you up.

CELEBRATED

MILS

CUT PRICES!

roexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoo

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Party of Americans In Swltzj
erland Proved Their
Patriotism.
who If
A friend of the Citizen,
countries, sends
touring European
the following account of how a band
of patriotic Americans celebrated the
natal day of this country, though far
from her shores:
How They icienraica.
Lucerne, Switzerland, July 4. At
oanquei
noon at the large annual
given by Americans on the Fourth of
July at the National hotel, lucerne,
to celebrate the anniversary oi mo
Independence of the United States,
the American consul, Mr. Mansfield,
Invited Louis Lombard of Trevano
Castle and New York City to reply to
jar.
"Our Foreratners.
a toast:
Lombard spoke as follows:
Gentleand
Ladies
"Mr. President,
men:
We eagerly scan the horizon for
the new idea: that, we think. Is the
only path to a higher civilization,
and we forget many gooa oia ideas
In the search for the new.
This day should evoke vividly the
It ought
achievements of the past.
to suggest oftener to us to follow the
fathers who with their statesman
ship and Industry created tnis new
star In the west and preserved it with
their heroism.
Due credit must be given our modern citizen, great or humble, whose
efforts add dally to the might and
glory of oud nation but let us not forget the sturdy, simple, thoughtful
patriots who laid the enduring corner-stone
of God's country. This introspective view will perhaps Instill
Into our new Ideals a little less of the
materialism we so blindly boast.
How few among the foreigners
seeking liberty in our land can measure the wldom with which the
framed the laws for free
thought and action! I wish every
distcontented person, native or alien
could read the declaration of lnde-penover a nl o"r and appreciate
Its practical altruism. T) help stem
the tiilfl of anarchism which threat
ens tr submerge the modern social
world, may the spiritual meaning of
il.v:u?ncnt l.'tirn
the Heaven-lnspir?- !!
clearer Into the soul of each ninn as
our predestined new ras-- gtow rich
er In matter and n. mini!
Let us drink to our forefather!
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VALUABLE
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Pinal County. Arizona. Mine
Produces Mineral of
Rare Quality.

CUT PRICES!

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL
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FOR PRICES
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LOOK AT MY WINDOW

4
3

M.

MANDELL

Sour
Stomach

J.

D.

ery represents tne natural juices oi digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps sll stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining tne stomacn.

rr

Mr. S. S. Bali, of Rsvanswood, W, Vs..
" wti troubled with sour stomach for twsnty jura.
Kodol cured me sod ws era ov ustn( it la Mm

tat bby,"

FOR BACKACHI WtAK KIDNfYt
THY

mi Ms
SeWirrt KIDNEY and BLADDER PILLI-f- an
Prepared bT a. O. OsWITT ft OO., Ohlcaga
SOLD BY J. n. O'RIElXiY CO.

IIAIIl DRESSKR

AND

CHIROPO-

DIST.

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemiBh of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

Deafnia Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness,
nrt that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condi
me
tio! of the mucous lining oi Is
Innam
Tuba. When this tube
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when it Is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result, ana un.
less the inflammation can b taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out oi ten ars caused dj
Catarrh, which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of (he mucous surfaces.
We will give Un Hundred uoiiars ror
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot oe cured Dy Man s iRiarrn
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
CO.. Props.,
F. J. CHENEY
Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by sll DniKKists. 75c.
Take Hall's family Pills for constipa

See our new Double Long Staple
Mattresses. Sample on exlbltlon. No
better made for any price. Putrelle

Furniture

tion.

Cnu. Vellnl,

eeratsrx

O. Bacaeckl, Treaaxres.

O. Glomi,

Consolidated Liquor Company

No appetite, loti el atranrth. nervooa.
Deu, headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour rising, and catarrh
of tne ttomacn are ail cue to inaifesuon.
Kodol relleyee Indigestion. Thli new discov

rs

Eskla, President
Vice Pretldeat.

3

ri

Successors to
MEL'NI A EAKIN, and ACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLKBALK OaTALaT
IN

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
W

la stk to utfit tb
kpmoatvrythlng
eompltto
fastidious bar

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fef Jee, t,
chlltx, Win. Uemp and
Louie A. B. C Hreweriee; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBraysr's Csdar Brook, LOuls Hunter, T.J. Man-arcand athsr standard Brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from tae best laerleo,
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United Stat a. Call aad Inspect
Btock and Prices, or write (or Illustrated Catalog-nand trie Uat
"
issued to dealers only.

t
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Paper!

Faetiint!

mo paper and paint yonr
(juaranteed.
Satisfaction
Prompt attention to mail orders.

let

house.

J.

D. EMMONS, Successor to

Stacy & Go.

South Soeond and Lead

o

OeKeKaOeK)aKoOeX5eooa)0o
621 North

Phone No. 483

First Street.

Co.

Card signs, "Rooms ' Tor Rent'
"Board," etc., for sale at the office of
July 20. John The Evening Citizen.
Phoenix. Ariz.,
Kavanaugh, manager of thei
company at Troy, yester
MEN AND WOMEN.
day exhibited a ring and a brick
with Raube and Mauger
for unnatural
Cm Bf
diKhkriM.idfUruamtloQi.
made from gold taken from the
Office, US North First St.
IS IrriUtiwnf or ulcerations
Lucky Boy mine in Pinal county.
OunoMI
J
ALBUQXERQCE, N. M.
Mi w Mrtmr.
or muoona membraoat,
This gold, says Mr. Kavanaugh, Tff
W
fn1.1ia Pain Ism, and not Mtnn
commands a high premium from fTTlTHtPrwat.
EVMI CatMIOAlCf). faot or poisonous",
New York Jewelers, for there is very V4CmciiiiuTi.iJjr
olsl tajr IrasjUU,
little of its kind in the world. It Is
or oant In Ditto wrapper, When you want to buy, sell,
a peculiar quality of metal, known as
br aiaraM, prepaid, for
1.00. or I bottle 02.75.
green gold, from the pronounced
rent or exchange
Circular tent oa reqaeet.
greenish tinge In Its color.
ago
Years
when the Lucky Boy was
Southwestern Brewery
being
worked,
Mr.
Kavanaugh
bought all the gold produced by that
mine and acted as a sort of middleuioiereatea ana tnonia snow
about tne wonderful
man between the owners and the
(MARVELWhlrling Spray
Keep busy until you find
Jewelers who were so anxious to get
Dew V affinal OrrUff.
It. He paid the mine owners more
l Al oet rotmen- lit
get
than they could
from any one
lt vlrauet
else for It and the jewelers purchased It from him at a price far
onr dniwHi for It.V M?qtfM!SfeI
wamWrnmammmmamm
"
"ui'.,c- lot kl
above that which Lb paid for ordil
ft V V. I., .. ct no
Best American Block, per ton.. $8.50
nary yellow gold.
Gold Ave.
W.
214
,Uiir, hut muni ttKiiip fur
M
Antnraclte Ant, per ton
U
fn.50
l.i.k-.- li.
It srwi IS I
Metal Is In Demand.
nil tiMrtlrnlHri unl tira..ttoii in.
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
It was used mostly for the man.
t Iftitle. llllll Kl.
Albuquemue
New
Mexico
'ilnsiilo
,
per
ufacture of wedding rings, and it
ton
$.50
4 WrwU SW VUliii.
seems that green gold wedding and M L1
engagement rings have been a fad
for years among New York's 400.
Of late the supply of green gold oeoe5xeoeoeoeo4K)eoeoeoeo e
has been about exhausted. There
were only two or three mines In the
world from which it could be obDRY CEDAR
tained, and for a long time the
PINION
Lucky Boy was the principal proTOKNILLO.
AND
ducer of this precious metal. The
Jewelers are anxious to get another
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
VIA
supply and would be willing to pay
a higher premium than formerly if
they could obtain It. The brick
From Chicagt
owned by Mr. Kavanaugh Is about
From St. Louis
all of the mineral that has not been
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Ike
sold to the manufacturers and use-- ,
for rings and other small ornaments.
"Lake Shore"
Use
This was a most pleasant surprise
Or
for the present owners of the Lucky
Bay. The mine was purchased reMichigan
cently by the Consolidated Arizona
"Big Four
Gold and Copper Company, which is
Central
formed of Phoenix
people. Thei
company Intends to make the propRoute"
"AMERICA'S GREATEST
Th: Niagara Falls
erty a producer again as soon as possible and thus give the world anotn-e- r
RAILWAY SYSTEM"
Route
supply of the beautiful and rare
metal which It sems their mine only
can now produce.
BOSTON OLD HOME WEEK, July 25, 26, 27, 28

W. E. MAUGEP

WOOL

Troy-Manhatt- an

DIAMOND

M

COAL

t

Star Furniture Co.

vim

A lee Company.

Household Goods

Every Woman

""--

-4

SPECIAL

WOOD

SUMMER

EXCURSION

RATES

John

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
Notice is hereby given that the
firm (t F. E. Sturges & Company
has this day been dlSNolved by mutual consent of the parties, F. K.
Sturgoe having purchased the Interest
of Jake
in and to said business,
and will continue
to conduct the
same and
collect all Indebtedness due and owing to said firm and
will pay all debts due by same.
F. E. STUKUEd.
JAKE LEVY.
Albuquerque, N .M., July 11, 1907.
Ilio Cliarmlng Woman
Is not necessarily one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artist's
model possesses those rare qualities
that all the world admires: neatness,
clear eyes, clean smooth all In and
that sprlghtliness of step and action
that accompany good health. A physically weak woman Is never attractive, not even to herself.
Electric
Bitters restore weak women, give
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
velvety skin, beautiful complexion.
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.
Ix-v- y

1

S.

Beaven

OXR FARE ilus $2.00 for the
CHICAGO
(;raml "OM HOME WKKK" Celebration ami
H(HM) Tit 1. A ir
Iti'iininii. Seven Days of I'ubllo IV-st- i lties, commencing JILV
2Ht h.
Founders' Iny; 1'atrlotn' Day: Greater Ronton Day; New England Ihiv; MarMuchuxetti Day; Women's Day; .Military Day. During tliewt Seven Days Historic ItOSTON will be "AT HOME" to all
Iter Sons und Daughters, wherever retddlng.
ST. IAHJIS

IY0111

1

BOSTON AND RETURN, July 13, 22, 23.
Sept.
Fare from Chicago, $24.00
10, 20, 24;

IO, 14, 24,

August 6.

28.

Fare from St. Louis, $27.00
NEW ENGLAND RESORTS July 13, 22, 23; Aug. 6,
10, 20, 24; Sept. 10, 14, 24, 28.
From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus

$2.00 for the

CANADIAN RESORTS, Daily Until Sept.
From Chicago or St. Louis, One

Full Particulars may lie obtained

Round

Trip

30. '07

Fart Plus $2.00 for the Round Trip
from any Ticket Agent of the

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES
WAIUIFA J. LYNCH. 1'asnenger Traflle Manager, CHICAGO.

len t

You

Count the Cost

when eating- our pies, cakes and
pastry, for It's small In comparison
with the satisfaction you grain. The
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark it up this

Mexico City and return $40.25. June
8 to 15 Inclusive. Limit August
SI, 1907.

Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit.
$58.76: sixty day, $71.90; aeasor
limit, Deo. 16th, $87.45.
Denver and return, $25.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.76; Pueblo
arid return, $18.15. Tickets on sale
june 1st to Sept. 80. 107. Return
limit Oct. 81. 1907.
T. B. PURDT. Agent.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of sash, door, frames,
etc. Screen work a specialty. 403
South First street. Telephone 403.

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

-

day.

PIONEER BAKERY
SOT

South First Street.

Give us your ROUGH DRY wore
and get It back Wadnesdat
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,

Our work it as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Ca

s.vrainAv, JtXY

OLD LAVJ

ALBUQUERQUE

100?.

20,

IS BAD HAPPENINGS

CAPITAL

-I-

V ,7

July 20. (SimhHaI)
U
i
swear
wm
i.
uoiemniy
noi hu.
tnai
from a trip on legal business to Oer
adulterate with any. poisonous bud- - ruins, N. M.
8. Prager, a prominent
mer- Hiotiiioi
nr for. 1. W.
iiinra
v
..
w
J
""'J "
mented liquors, or any composition clty ne(rterday visiting with his friend
vi wucn aistiuaa or ierememeu im- - a. A. HtaaD,
Alford R. Cheevers, special agent
uors form a part; nor vtiH I mix the
the different kinds of liquors together for the government land bureau with
headquarters
at Roewell, N. M., Is In
for the sake of profit, nor dilute the
same with water, nor will I permit the city, in attendance on an lm,por- "Wit land' case,
Mrs.
Cheevers Is
the same to be done.
Few bartenders or saloon Keepers spending me neatea term in Bouraer,
were
Mr. and Mrs. Cheevers
In Kansas City know that they're vto- - Coi.
latlrxr a. law of the state of Missouri formerly located In Santa Fe,
The Mary
James school for Mexl- tvery time they mix a Manhattan, a
,
nousse caf or one of many otiner can
wnicn is mainiy a aortni'
drinks.
The foregoing is an oatn itory ana mess room, win do xniny'
feet,
that all saloon keepers must take ac- -- Ave by eighty-fiv- e
cording to a state law that was pass- The recitation rooms will be located
In
girls'
ago.
e
twenty-fivyears
the
school
carried on imder
And
ed about
that Isn't all. This Jaw that Is gaith- - the same auspices. A superintendering moss because of the lack, of ent has been engaged to manage
enforcemient savs that saloon keepers both institutions.
Rev. J. V. Puroell, newly elected
shall file a bond of 1500 with the
county clerk to insure the costs of pastor of the Presbyterian church of
prosecution for violations.
tnis piace, is nere. His nousenota
"I know I know. You re kiddln lurnnure arrtvea yesteraay ana tne
me now." said he proprietor of a pastor ami family will be located' in
Walnut street liquor factory
last the church manse. Dr. Purcell is a
nisiht when he was shown, the oath mdnlwter of reputation and ability.
prescribed by law. Then he picked mis nrsi ornciai act tn nis new neia
up the piece of paper and glared at was to perform t'he ceremony of the
jacrie-uiooweaenng.
it.
Miss Maude Foster, of Ias cruces.
"Straight Itoozo" Now.
Who savs so?" he asked; "The is visiting In the city,
prosecuting attornev?" Well, Bret wise
Good showers of rain have been
to that, will you ?" Then he turned to greatly enjoyed by Santa Feans this
wek,
loungers
the ground .has been soaked and
repeated:
a crowd of
and
"Nor will I mix the different kinds me atmospnere cooieo, aunougn me
of liquors together. D'you 'soaks get weather in this altitude is seldom
what that means? Brace up because ever hot enough to be uncomforta-there'- s
a jolt coming I'm goln' to ble.
tell you.
Const! Dat Ion
"it means that no more highballs,
no whisky sours, no slow gin. rickeys.
For constipation there la nothing
no iooares, no noimn s are o pass quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stom
over this here mahogany bar. Why, ach and Liver Tablets. They always
tney could stick me 5U0 rer cusnin produce a pleasant movement of the
up a mint juiep. we couian i aiiow bowels without any disagreeable ef
2R nnt
wii.ii
iiutu iu mjnea oh hvibui
Snmr,. fraia
.
.
7. .
7Vrlno
Klf
.lK i fWt
uyji mm Ruci i
iii. u Kll.v,
by all druggists.
cor" sale
"Sn. Via lirii wlprl nut nnrtnnpunf
ly, "It s back to the hack for mine." BRILLIANT
WEDDING
How are you going to serve mixed
drinks and evade the law?" another
saloon keeper was asked when he
AT CAPITAL CITY
was told about the old law,
"That ain't botherln' me," replied
of the white vest. "I won't
the knightmjiYetl
nv
liiftf Rhovo
fuH
ririnks.
the whole 'layout' on the mahogany Ceremony United Miss Maude E. Mo
" uanwng m. utooin in
and let the thirsty ones do their own
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A. O. BHICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL tnylte their friends to make
New Mexico heodqnartera at

Tour friendship and patronaga la appreciated. . Courtesy and
attention to guests la a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una care atop at the Hollenbeck door.
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Albuquerque
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Foundry and

Machine Works

a.

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; Shaft
lnga, Pulleva, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns
Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
m.

ad

MR. JAMES STRONGER, MariettaA,

MR. JAMES J. DUNDAS, Delta, La,
saytt "For many years your Bitten has
been my famUy medicine, and we owe our
continued good health to its use. It is
excellent for all stomach and liver complaints. I freely endorse it."
FOR

All

FEMALE

mopom om MlmimK mm mill
Foundry east aide of railroad track.

saysi 1 was troubled with Kidney and
Stomach weakness for a long time. My
doctor recommended your Bitters and I improved from the start. No home should
ever be without It."

ILLS THE BITTERS IS UNEQUALEO.

.

.

Albuquerque
New Mexico

rrri

:

967

Dys-

pepsia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sour Risings, Heartburn, Sick
Headache, Cramps, Diarrhoea, Malarial Fever or General De- "t

Phone

Los Angeles, California '

BITTERS

prevent costiveness, induce sound sleep and cure
unit jr.

S, Second St.

317-31- 9

The Hollenbeck Hotel

will tone the digestive organs, restore the appetite,

ous to name. Among those from,
Numa
abroad were Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond, and niece, Mlaa Amelia
Frenges of Geneva, Switzerland; Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Miller, and Dr. and
Mrs. C. E. Lukena, of Albuquerque;
11
Miss Whitehead, of Colorado Springs;
Mlsa
Miss Foster of Laa Crucee;
Hansen, of Des Moines, Iowa, and
Murrluge.
mixln'."
Mrs. A. P. Bloom, mother of the
Mix Tlielr Own Drinks.
groom, with her young son, RayBut, you know, there isn t one
Santa Fe. Jnlv so
i
j nis cwy was tne scene yesterday mond.
V;
At 7:40 p. m., the happy couple
cucKuui properiy aim very jew oar- - or the most brilliant social event took
the southbound Santa. Fe train,
can
(th
saieiy rnanuiaciure a
tenners
run tal h
in
POUSSe Oafe?"
Vhftn Ulna Uon
VMn
niMWh
Cant help that,' replied the deal- - I McFle, daughter of Hon. John R. Mc- mney can i miuse wnat iney je, associate Judge of the supreme
er.
it'll have to be straight I ''tods
order
court of New -Mexico,
wedded to
.
.... was
Via
na
t a a vh Vib iiuiu,
nvtnFi
i nev.
amuni Anlil
jansing riartlett
Bloom of Au
fun to see them try. And I can charge I burn. N v Th
wromnnv
them fancy prices for all the glasses formed at the Presbyterian church.
they break, too.
Rev. J. W. Purcell. the pastor, ofti- A .bartender on Grand avenue de- - Ir.intlna- - . hv th . iu at ih
i
i
'.
"
kit,.
vy
rinflr service
liwi me ia is iu tivuiu i rresDvterian
tinea
doping drinks.
The church was decorated wHh n- we aunt uu anyinuriK croonea i .tiv flnwera n,. lom nvo
with our liquors In the way of 'dope' tions wer
hv Mr. t w
rranii
drops,' "J he said. "But I nvnnlrt
or 'knockout
, . ... . ,
"
" ..
.
.. .1 .111....)
1.
i ne displayed
ira
uiiuuiuB
.""A'"B
rare
aonrecla
law simply cant mean what tlon. The altar and artistic
lhat
Ploe
oriran were
it seems to say. . .
nrt
.
.
a
veritable
.bower
of
frairran
In "t. LiouLs the law has been re- - bpantv. a iopn muting. hQu
vlved, it Is said, and the excisemen suspended from the celling and from
men iuii.mq..... oRann to.cioi eacn side or the bell white silk rib.
naioon Keepers, flnwner eeciiuu oi pons fiowed to the carpet.
the law relating to tne Dond that
Preceding the ceremony, a musical
program was rendered.
shall be furnished fallows:
The oriran
i
IK diio.il uvi w jo.iui i" ta.li
wil-nppaineil over hv A TW
jrirdnA
son or persons vy sen or oner 10 sen M1as Hansen offered a violin solo.
on, on
ana
Harding
iniireiiicu a.uu.
miss
Maude
sails' "O
nunc suiuorn wiiiun lius etuats ui.ii i Promise Me.
he. she or they shall first appear be- Promptly at 4:30 o'clock the notes
me uuuiuy cuun tieiu. ui iiio or Liohengrlns "Faithful and True."
iiro
county wnere sucn liquors are to De sounded from the
great organ and to
sold or offered for sale and take and the strains of this stately wedding
subscribe an oath not to mix or adul- - march, the bridal party entered, the
lerate, wnn any uo.fuuii-- wjiaiiever, br(je leaning Oil the arm of her
oona m me sum or ouu , wwn gooa
The bride's costume was on im
anu suiiicient surety, ior una pay- - ported princess of while silk, heavily
mems or am corns arising irom prose- - embroidered, she wore a long white
""
veil
carried a shower bouquet of
ions of this articles In the relaUon whiteand
sweet peas. Miss Mary McFle
i me aumwrmion anu tie ot in- - wa8 the maid of honor. Her drees
,
lujucjtui.B nquure.
was of pink mu . embroidered and
wr
f.
1" " " " " '
vt
t
i
j
...........
... Avnvwi. 1T1".
. ' .111
,
,
,
.
I U
'
'
one oi tine
mostx remarKauie cases oi i
nj mi ugrnn
nf
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King Iowa were bridesmaids. iw
Mlai
Foster
of that place says: Bucklen a Ar- - wore creme white mull and her flow
nica baive curea a sore on my leg ers were purple sweet peas. Miss
witn wnicn i naa suaerea over bu Hansen's gown was of ldght blue net,
years.
I am now eighty-five- ."
land she also curried red
nana
Guaranteed to cure all sores, by all
At the altar the bridal party was
dealers, 25c.
Joined by the fgroom
and his
best man was Jerry
attendant. Thegroomsmen
Farrts and the
were John
McFle and Harry Bowman.
BOYS HIT WITH
Stationed on each side and holding
the ribbons from he wedding bell
little Tootsle McFle and MasBASEBALLS DYING were
ters Norma Flke and Allan McCord.
At the clone of the ceremsny,
in
which Judge McFle gave his daughter
marriage,
in
Langtting
and
Ba.rtlet
Warsaw, Ind., July 20. Carl Coy Bloom pledged
the faithfulness
of
at Leeaburg. Ind.. Is bleeding to- death his
vowe in a band of gold, the flower
a- ,,,"i,
o ,.,.1,
,h,
pulled
n'
.
ribbons
the
and
alrl"
the
ih
vjKoi.i w,,!
t.Mn in
dding bell opened, showering the
a game. The 'boy was wearing a bride
groom
atid
rose
petals.
with
mask when struck, but the ball forc
At the McFle resfdence on west
ed a way Ibetween the wires.
was
reception
J "' lr1"' "rel.
result
Carml 111 Tulv i' V- .As
from 5 un.tU 7 o'clock. The
of an Injury received tn - Am
ball game, tendered
was
tastefully
decorated. The
Charles WhJtestone, aged 17, is dead house
reception committee was Judge and
Mrs. McFie with
the bride and
groom's party jn line, awjHtel oy
Mrs. J, W. Kaynolils, Mrs.
C.
L.
Rlshop and Mrs. Allan McCord.
In
the dining room, the Wallace club,
composed of eight charming young
ladies, presided at the punch bowl.
Mrs. Allan McCord was gowned In
white, Mrs. Hihop In lavender silk, V,
and Mrs. Kaynolds In light blue priu-cetTo cbsrk earl eoll or Grippe with "PrevsntlfS"
were too
The wedding presents
tneaoi sure detest lor Pneumonia. To Mop a cold
infer than to let It run and b
many ito enumerate or describe, over
with Prarentics
obliged to tun it attarwsrds. To be lure.
two
presentations
being
hundred
will curt even a deeply kaatod cold, but
consisting or rlne cut glas,
taken early at the tnraa itage ' they break, or made
head od that early ooldt. That turtly Imttur. masNive silver and g'ld ware, and
3
expensive China.
That's why they art called Prerentlta.
The groom's presents to his attenFrerentlrsara littla Candy Cold Cures. No Qnln.
Mice
for
ine, no physic, nothlns lckeiiiii.
the dants were scarf pins and the bride's
children and thoroughly aala too, II you feel nutlds gifts to her maids were beauchilly, if you sneeze. If ron ache all over, tblnk of ty pins.
The brl.iie's parents prePreventlcs. Fromptnekt mar alto save half your
usual licknesi. And don't lorj.-- t your child. 11 sented her with a Chickening piano.
groom
presented his bride
and the
fbTerlshnesi, nishtorday. Herein probth.TO
ably llm Preventics" giaaU'St efficiency. Sold In with a beautiful gold watch.
o boxes for the porket, also in l'0 boxes of ti
wan tilled t overflow
The
church
rrayautica. luaist on your drugfUU firliia you ing with invited guests, over four
hundred and titty invitations having
been given, and at thei reception a
stream of friends, the elite of the
city, passed through the McFle man'
sion to offer their well wishes and
congraiulaUons to the chief partiol
pants of this happy event.
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
The local guLs were too numer- -

going o Cloudcroft, N. M., where,
amidst the peaka and pine of New
Mexico's attraotlve mountain resort,
they will spend their honeymoon. After ttoeHr atay at Cloudcroft Mr. and
Mrs. Bloom will go to their future
home at Saltlllo, Mexico, where Mr.
Bloom, who Is a graduate of the Auburn Theological Seminary, has accepted a position under the Presbyterian board of missions. The groom's
mother left on the same train for Albuquerque, where she took a train
for a visit to th. Grand Canyon.

TRY IT AND SEE.
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A Wonderful Happening.
The best remedy for backache,
weak kidneys, lnflamation of the
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and BladTheir action Is prompt
der Pills.
and sure. A week's treatment for
2 Sc.
Sold br J. H. Q' Rielly A Co.
When there Is the slightest Indication of Indigestion, heart burn, flatulence or any form of stomach trouble take a Uttle Kodol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Bold
by J. H. O' Rielly
Co.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lum&sr, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqeette
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We're Off in a Bunch"

THE BIG FAIR
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NEW MEXICO'S
TweetySeventlli Amoa! Territorial
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Fair Association
October 7lh to 1 2th, Inclusive, 1907
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Every Height i
Everywhere!
Every Day!

"

Horse Racing

$8,000
1,750
3,250
1,000
2,000

Base Ball

Stop That Cold

Carnival
Historical Pageant
Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

4,000

1

Pre-enti-

TOTALS,

1

Prcvcntics

$20,000

EXPENSE

HALF FARE RAILROAD RATES
"WeVe G.c"2 Some"
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PAINT Cover mors, looks .best, wear
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
PAPER Alway In stock.
Plaster, Lima, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doora, Eto.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW IEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

The wonderftil success of Hotetter' Stomach Bitters
during the past 54 years has been made through its
reliability as a remedy for all family ills. In fact, no
home is considered complete nowadays that does not
always contain a bottle of this famous medicine.
Take a few doses at the first symptom of any disorder of the Stomach, Liver, Kidneys or Bowels and thus
counteract a long sick spell. We guarantee the genuine to be absolutely pure.

doy-s-

11.

REMEDY

HOSTETTER'S
8

BALDRIDGE

G.L Keppeler

I

two-stor-
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OKAIMR IN NATIVK A MO CHICAGO LUMBMK

YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON

Saloon Keepers Shall Not News Notes From Santa Fe
and Its Resi
Mix Different Kinds
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EVENING
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EVENING CITIZEN

EVENING

CITIZEN.

REE E. O, PRICE.
I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate is the seme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear that number In, mind, 212 South Second
Street. If you have anything in my line to sell seei E. O. Price. I will sell
it for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent it for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE E, O. PRICE.

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING

EDITOR

Only Thing For a Picnic

BEST ADVERTISING MEDTOM IN THE SOUTHWEST.

Worship

BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."

1

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

It

Frank Houston, a local news dealer, spent yesterday in Bernalillo.
Highland M. E. Church South 318
Francisco Lucero y Montoya, of South Arno street.
Alameda, spent yesterday in the city.
:45 a. m. Sunday school.
' D
Comp&rtment
11 a. m. and 8 p. m. preaching by
5 If
Triple Link lodge, order of
pastor.
meeting
held a
this after700 p. m. Epworth League service.
noon.
services will all be as helpE. D. Ewers, deputy U. S. marshal, fulThese
as possible. Come. O. B. llolll-dais enjoying a vacation In the mounpastor.
tains,
A new sidewalk Is toeing placed on
St, Paul's Iiitltcran tliurcli Rev.
North Fourth street near New York E. Moser.'Ph. B., pastor.
avenue.
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
Morning worship with German serFred Weir, forest ranger on the
Manzano reserve is in the city for a mon at 11 a. m.
English services aid sermon at S
few days on business.
m.
Fedlco Chavez, a well known sheep p. You
are most cordially Invited. The
man of Willard, N. M., is In the city
church
is located at the corner of
on business today.
A benefit dance will be given next Sixth street and Silver avenue.
Saturday night in the Barelas hall
First ConcTctratioiml
Church W.
by the Barelas ball team.
J. Marsh, pastor. Corner Broadway
The ladles of the O. A .R. will hold and Coal avenue. Sunday school at
a regular meeting this evening in Odd 9:45 a. m., H, S. Llthgow, superinTO AILING WOMEN.
Fellows hall. It starts at 7:45 p. m. tendent. Christian
Kndeavor, 7 p.
L. Ohlln, connected with the Guam m. Preaching services at 11 a. m. A Little Sound Advice Will Help
Many a Sufferer In Albuquerque.
Mercantile company at Guam, N. M., and 8 p. m. At the morning service
is transacting business In the city to- the choir will render Dudley Buck's
No woman can be healthy and well
"Rock of Ages," Subject of sermon, If the kidneys are sick.
day.
Poisons that
All are pass off in the urine when the kidneys
(Men's suits at 20 per cent discount "The Ten Commandments."
cordially
Strangers
Invited.
welcome. are well are retained in the body
Is the talk of the town. Nothing but
O
when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
black and Iblue suits reserved. K. L.
Presbyterian
First
Church
Corner
bladder get Inflamed and swolWashburn Co.
Fifth and Silver avenue. Hugh A. and
len, crowding the delicate female orW. G. Tight, president of the Uni- Cooper, pastor, i
nearby and sometimes displacversity of New Mexico, left yesterday
Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. gans them.
This Is the true cause of
for an outing at Hodgetight, in the Morning theme, "Personal Responsi- ing
bearing-dow- n
many
pains, lameness,
Sand a mountains.
bility." In the evening the pastor
Uric poisbackache,
etc.
sideache,
Manuel A. Pino, from San Acacia, will preach the third sermon on In- oning also causes headaches,
dizzy
Subject, "The
N. M.,
commissioner for spirational themes.
languor, nervousness and rheuSocorro county. Is transacting busi Liquor Traffic at the Bar of Reason." spells, pain.
matic
Musical Program.
ness in Albuquerque today.
so. try Doan's KidBelinnl neyWhen suffering
A. E. and John Roulller, prominent Organ Voluntary
Pills, the remedy that cure sick
Anthem, "Lead Kindly Light,"....
a,
sheepmen and merchants from
You will get better as the
Beethoven kidneys. get
N. M., are In the city transact
better, and health will
March of the Friars
Bonheur kidneys
ing business.
Solo, "Redemption,"
Stults return when the kidneys are well.
Albert Soell, formerly clerk at the
woman tell you
Albuquerque
an
Let
Mrs. 11. C. Collins.
Sturges hotel, who has been in St.
about Doan's Kidney Pills.
Louis for some time, has returned to Postlude.
Mrs. H. Adair, of 817 South Edith
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Young
Albuquerque.
people's meeting 7 p. m. Strangers street, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
on welcome.
Remember you save one-fif"Whether my symptoms indicated
all men's and boy's clothing if bought
kidney trouble or not, I was not
D
before closing time .Saturday aiight.
First Methodist Fplscopul Rev. J. certain, but nevertheless from readE. L. Washburn Co.
ing about Doan's Kidney l'llls I was
C. Rollins, D. I)., pastor.
The Sunday school meets at 9:45. given a desire to try them to see if
Juan R. Baca is In the city today
with his two nieces whom he' will Strangers are cordially Invited to at- they would not afford me at least
see oft tonight for Cincinnati, where tend. Morning worship at 11 a. ni., some relief from the pain between
with sermon by the pastor, "The and just below the shoulder blades.
they will attend college.
to Honor."
While on my feet or stirring around,
J. K. Campbell, grazing Inspector Road
The male quartetle will sing, "Th'? I did not feel the slightest Inconvenof the forest service, arrived here
Glory
to
by
His
Name,"
Parks,
and
ience,
Washington,
but when I would sit down, the
D. C, last night.
from
sing, "Face to pain would assert itself and at times
will
He will leave for California tonight. Miss Palmer
Face."
was very severe.
The use of one box
Professor Taylor, of the Fourth
The Epworth League meets at 7 of Doan's Kidney Pills brought relief
ward school, will leave next week for o'clock.
8 p. m.
Evening
worship
at
my
having a high apa drive overland to Santa Rosa. N. The pastor will speak. The quartette that warrants
preciation of this medicine.''
M.
He will be accompanied by sev will sing. "Sweet Sabbath Eve."
Price 60
For sale by all dealers.
eral friends.
The public is invited to all ser cents.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co.. Buffalo,
Paul Phillips, charged with toeinc vices.
drunk and asleep on the street, was
The church Is located at the corner New York, sole agents for the? United
arraigned before Acting Police Judge of Lead avenue and South Third States.
Remember the name Doan's and
w. w. Mcflellan this morning and street.
No. 25
fined 25 and costs.
Christian Science Services Room take no other.
o
Reserved seats for Sunday night's 28, Grant building.
Early
Little
Risers. Small,
Sunday services 11' a. m.
performance at the Casino will be on
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
Suibject. "Truth."
sale at Watson's from 10 to 12 o'olock
Wednesday evening
Testimonial O'Rielly & Co.
Sunday morning. The bill Sunday
meeting at 7:45.
night will be "Said Pasha."
are still several months of
Jteadlng room open dally from 4 hotThere
D. W. C. Merrlam. of Long Beach.
weather ahead of U9 and It will
Cal., accompanied by Mrs. Merrlam, to 5 p. m.
pav you to invest In a pair of cool, low
have arrived In the city for a brief
shoes. We have a fine assortment of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
stay. Mr. Merrlam was one of the
snappy, up to date styles and you
can tret 1tist what vou wnnt at the
founders of the American Lumber
FOR RUNT Pleaunnt. well furnish- - price you are willing to pay. C. May's
company.
ed front rooms. 'near business een-- I shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.
The sale people are talking about
ter; rates reasonable.
o
Corner j
h
ends Saturday might,
saved
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
on all fancy colors in men's and
organs
your
ana iurnibu
aigeseuve
boy's clothing.
Don't fail to get a
Ruby won't suffer nve minutes with the natural digestive juices for your
Hult of high grade merchandise while
you
croup
If
apply Dr. Thomas' stomach. It will make you well. KoIts going. E. L. Washburn Co.
Kclectrlc Oil at once. It acts like dol digests wha you eat.
Sold by J.
Harry Speller, an Ironworker, who magic.
O'Rielly & Co.
came to Albuquerque several weeks
ago from Antwerp. Belgium, has pur
chased a ticket from here to Antwerp, from Paul Teutsch, the local
steamship agent. He will leave for
New York City Monday.
Frank Wray and Fred Fouser. two
mechanics en route to the southern
part of the territory to work, fell by
the wayside in Ailbuquerque last
night and were arraigned in police
court this morning, and sentenced to
pay a tine of 110 each or go to jail
for ten days. As they had Invested
all their money In booze they went
to jau.
The baseball game between the Barelas Grays and the Southwestern
brewery team announced for tomor
row afternoon at Traction park has
been postponed, on account of a
number of the players of both teams
belonging to the Albuquerque battalion of the national guards.
These
players will leave tomorrow for the
encampmant In Las Vegas.
Interest In the base ball series to
be played at the territorial fair next
fall continues to spread.
The latest
Is that the teams of Silver City and
Santa Rita will combine their forces
and make one team. Application has
bwn made by them for entry blanks.
These teams have been playing good
bull this season and the combination
of the crack players of both teams
should cause the other competing artists to look up,
Jose Andreas Pino y Baca, who
was sentenced to the county jail for
sixty days for larceny in March, 1906,
and who escaped after serving forty-fiv- e
jf1
days, was recently captured and
compelled to serve the remaining
fifteen days of his original sentence.
He completed this last Wednesday,
and yesterday tie was tried on the
charge of breaking jail and sent up
for thirty days.
There will be no concert In Robinson park tomorrow as the great American Lumber Company bun
will
accompany the excursion to Santa Fe.
gambling
seems
fever
to have
The band will be the finest one ever
its height, for never did a
leaving Albuquerque. It will
1
have
race
twenty-fou- r
trnck
follower
over a
tremble
players and will escort
tlninh or a professional sharper study
the champion Browns onto the
his victim more Intently than these
Previous to the game it will
women who go wild over a rubber
render a special concert program just
or feverishly watch the faces of their
to show the capital what Albuqueropponents as the pay goes on. A
que has in the way of a concert band.
loss or gain of Jlu.uvO weekly is a
trllle.
A Memorable Day.
Jas. Gordon Bennett's palatial vilOne of the days wt remember with
la, opposite the swell Casino is the
pleasure, as well as with profit to
ofllclal home of the green tables. It
our health. Is the one on which we
has been loaned to Mrs. Belmont.
King's
became acquainted with Dr.
There Is even more reckless plungNew Life Pills, the painless purifiers
ing on "hearts'"
and "double no
trump" than there was kint season
that cure headache and bllllousness,
Newport,
woR.
I..
20.
Julv
The
and keep the bowels right. 25o at all men of New York's "high" society, In the. little log bungalow which was
"Canfield's-hy-llie- styled
dealers.
suinmvriiiK here, are stark, raving affectionately
sea." in memory of New York's
bridge
over
mad
whist.
Infamous gambling house.
i FK's noon, coi.d ntnvr BLEf
The game dominates evary thought
Morning, noon and nlK'lit the same
AT WALTON'S Dltl'U STORE.
and action of Us devotees.
goes on in the big stone mansion.
darning,
motoring,
dining
come and go, plunging desWomen
MAN
WANTED YOUNG
FOR and
have all ben rele- perately to recover their losses or
SODA im.NTAIX.
VANN Dltl'U gatedentertaining
to
by
h;u'kKTound
the
the betting as extravagantly in order to
CO.
whuffle of curds ana the clink of the double what they have alrevidy
won.
o
gold lrfeces.
The equivalent of many handsome
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothHere, where Mr. Stuyvesutit Fish gowns.
Imported
motorcars
and
ing, healing household remedy is De relfe'ns, and where the IWlmonts,
strings of Jewels changes hands dally,
Mills, tielrtchs and others (if and lights twinkle until far into the
Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
society's bright lights dazzle, the morning.
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
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The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

n

FIMXY EQUIPPED JOB DEPARTMENT.
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My name is rrlcev E. O. Price.
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By The Citizen Publishing Co.
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SATURDAY,

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

Albuquerque. New Mex.

ZJo

Our Readers

The CtUwn apologises to its renders for the appearance of the paper of
this issue.
A fire, which did little damage beyond making- a mess of the business
nd editorial rooms, somew hat discommoded The Citizen and as a result the
paper la not up to Its usual standard.
The- damage, as above stated Is slight owing to the quick and efficient
'work of the fire department which deserves the highest praise.
The firemen prevented a grent loss by confining the. blaze to a email
elonet In which back files and books of reference were kept
Otherwise The Citizen would probably have sustained serious loss, particularly In the composing and job departments.
As it Is, however, The Citizen will be In working trim by Monday morning and wll-- continue to serve its patrons ns before.
The Citizen also appreciates the promptness with which the young
men who were passing the office and discovered the bla.ze in its Inccpiency,
gave the alarm.
In fact. The Citizen Is grateful all around and will try and show Its appreciation more substantially should opportunity ever arise.

JCcnestij and

au

In the Cudahy pork corner of 1903, Edward W. Bailey, of Chicago, went
to the wall and settled with his creditors for 36 cents on the dollar.
Last week he mailed over $60,000 worth of checks to forty firms and
Individuals, squaring himself with the world and saving his honor by paying
his obligations dollar for dollar.
Mind you. Bailey was free from his debts In the eyes of the law. He
was discharged in bankruptcy and beyond all reach.
He is 60 years of age, has a family and rents the modest cottage. In
which he lives.
When asked If It was not a little out of the ordinary for a man to pay
debts which the law says he does not owe more's the pity of It Bailey
turned to his father's portrait saying:
"My father would have done the same if he had been In my place."
And so the Chicago newspapers are featuring this man as "Honest Ed"
Bailey.
He
Because the man puts his personal honor above, the law.
observes a moral law that is more binding than legal statutes.
puts
Over ami above the requirements of the law books he
the dictates
of equity and righteousness.
- Draw a line representing
legal enactments as written down In the code.
You will find about as many crime committed under the line as above it.
Edward W. Bailey is honest because he- goes beyond the law to pay his
honest debts, because of the law his father taught him the law of fairness
And of Justice,
-

There is something1 wrong. The Journal refers to The Citizen as the
gang organ, to the New Mexican as the gang organ, to the Las Vegas Optic
as the gang organ, to the Socorro Chieftain as the gang organ, to the Pecos
Valley News as a gang organ, to the Roswell Register-Tribun- e
as a gang
organ, to the, Farmington Enterprise as a gang organ, to the Raton Range
as a gang organ and to some two dozen other weekly papers in New Mexico
as gang organs.
Now it appears just a bit strange that all these papers
are "owned body and soul by an unscrupulous political gang and dominated
None of them, however, appear to
each and every one, by H. O. Bursum.'
be enthusiastic Hagerman papers and perhaps that explains it all.
If the acting governor and territorial secretary, J. W, Raynolds, has
been removed, he has not been notified and neither has his alleged successor.
It is probable that he will be duly Informed of such a proceeding, If thero
la to be a removal. The acting governor and territorial secretary, however,
Is not losing sleep over the report and the only ones at all Interested apparently are the people who would like to see him ousted and a democrat reAs a beautiful dream, the report is all right, but as far
former installed.
as facts are concerned it would probably be labeled by an uglier name.
The striking ice men of New York have graciously granted permission
to the drivers who deliver Ice to the hospitals and the sick that is, they will
They, however, take no account of the
not interfere with such delivery.
Treat number who will suffer In health and perhaps die from iack of Ice.
The money spent in trying to keep Herbert in the governor's chnlr was
expended by the people who sent ti e long telegrams to the president denouncing the terrible outrage being done to the territory.
The boy executive stuck the government for his Las Vegas Optic.
A Kansas paper has wearied of trying to pick the next president out
of the bunch of "favorite sons" and Watterson "dark horses," and Is now
devoting its valuable space to treatises on how anvl when to plant turnips.
After all, the Kansas paper may have solved the riddle.

Now that motor vehicles and machinery are manufactured in
it Is asked: Must the farm horse go? With automobiles, auto-ploand autogrindstones, the boys will stick to the farm if they aspire,
to be coupon cutters on agreeable terms.
Increas-quantHle-

s,

in Philadelphia states that it paid Oulda money
enough in former years to amount to a handsome fortune. The world is surprised to learn that a solitary life with a dog menage is as expensive as
keeping a yacht,
One publishing house

General Charley Easley, secretary of the territorial prison board. Is
wondering how he can explain the turning down of the Blanchard Meat and
Supply company's bid for beef and O. K.'ing one for Graaf & Hayward, at
nearly two cents a pound more.

"Little Herbert," while governor of New Mexico, says the Las Vegas
Optic, sent the following telegram to Papa Hagerman at Roswell: "Pleawe
urge Hinkeil and anyone who can help me to come here at once.
The sitThe government paid the costs."
uation is rotten
years ago," an esteemed
Under the head of "What happened twvnty-flv- e
rural contemporary chronicks a children's party with the names of those
participating.
Rather embarrassing, possibly, for some young ladles still
under 25.
The Morning Journal will now favor the public with an explanation as
it may be put to the trouble
of proving It.

to how It knew Bursum was a grafter and later
The. freedom of the city of Dublin ha

bfvn presented to Mr. Croker.
The people perhaps thought it was better to give It to him thun to have him
take it for himself.
.

The Ancient Order of Piet Eaters Is suffering from a case of the blues
since Trelford went back to Kansas and Fritz Muller declared he didn't care
,.
jor cneese,
,'.
"Uw -

,

T

Has any one seen a copy of Hayward's resignation?
ed no doubt if he can only find time to write It.
Since the mention of that libel
to mention the "Mesllla valley kid."

It

will be accept

law, the Morning Journal has neglected

Its wonderful what sixteen battleships can
word to say for almost a week.

do.

Japan has not hud a

1

And now a subscriber has the temerity to intimate that the "hot" paper
The Citizen is publishing resulted in setting tire to The Citizen's office. What
a cruel world this is!

M. L. SCHUTT

.

219 South

Pa-raj-

th

C. F. Allen

2nd Street

6alvani7ed Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
FT
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Real Estate and Loans
Agent for

--

Travelers' Insurance Co.,

n

Hartford, Conn.

Life and Accident,
The Str o n g e st Company
Writing Accdent Insur-

I

Tin

ance in the World.
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General

BAR OF COMMERCE
109

Call up 597
BAKERY IINK
202

M""""""WisSB

Gradi & Gannini

R.R.Ave.

E.

South First St. 'Phone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

When in need of anything in the
French Bakery Co.

Jobbing

305 West Gold

Highland Livery

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 596.
U2 John Street

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.

I

one-lift-

NEWPORT S

We give special attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers.
Wlieat Hinders, Rakes, Hay Presses, Wind SIlUs. We carry hlEh quality of
of machinery and UKtls. Write ua for special catalogue. J. KORBEK & CO.,
Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.

HY WOMEN

These Are

ENTHUSIASTIC OVER GAMBLING

Carriage
Buying

Wager Vast Sums at Bridge Whist and
Homes Resemble Gaming
Houses.

XSp-

Love-makin-

The shower 'last night, while It was not sufficient to do much good to
the growing crops, cooled the air and nettled the dust and was a little blessing- all around.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
renlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.
.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and sea

MS.

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and Ttjeras Road.

Andrew Jackson Chair
The historical "Old Hick- ory Chair.

pi

Light, comfortable, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

S2 75
ROCkCr to mutch 3.25
Price

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

g,

As-tor- s.

Co.

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.. Staal;

Building

SATURDAY,

JVLY

20,

ALBUQUERQUE

ItOT.
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Are You Getting

E

StronoLButter?

I

BUS

WILL RECEIVE NEW COMPANY
IF

POSES TO MAKE

THEY

WIIJJM
Call up

72 and order

BELLE SPRINGS

a rnecinl train tomorrow nvorn- 7 o'clock the Mcintosh Urowns
"nether wUh the American Lumber
Co. band and nearly all the fans In
Albuquerque, will leave for Santa Fe.
is reported that the Santa Fe teem
9 It
has Imported a number of outside
players to bolster up their strength.,
but that will only nwtke the game the
more lirtereminK.
To
Inspire the
Browns, William Mcintosh, the
of the "kids," has ottered to
give the team a present of $600 if
it wins this game. The hope of
purse will
gaining this handsome
make tomorrow's game Interesting to
say the least. Furthermore, Mr. Mc
intosh has offered to pay all the expenses of American
Lumber Co.
band, which will accompany the team
On

Delivered on Ice,
Always Good

gwl-fath- er

TRY IT
Sold Only at

to keep the rarlfled atmosphere of
Santa Fe from getting monotonous.
Pot in a long time has so great
an interest been manifested as Is felt
for the battle of tomorrow. A great
crowd will take advantage of the $2
excursion rate for the round trip and
a special train will be provided to ac
(XXXICXXXJPOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOO commodate this crowd. All the root
ers will fall Into line and the Browns
will not luck vocal support at the
game.
The Browns ere In a Joyful mood
and are prepared to make the Initial
game at the new Kama e base ban
park one to be long remembered in
the annals of the Capital City.

iiiTTinimmimniixii

Columbus
Motel
For Good

NO CLUE

TO THIEVES

Meals
IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3CXXXXXJ

SAYS CORONER'S

JURY

The body of Jose Sandoval, the
man who was found Wednesday
morning lying besides the Santa Fe
tracks at San Acacia, a small town
near Socorro, irr an unconscious state
and who died that afternoon,
was
buried In San Acacia yesterday, although the parents wanted the body
burled In Santa Barbara in this city.
The coroner's Jury, which sat at
san Acacia in the case yesterday,
brought In a verdict that Sandoval
came to his death from an injury
which was administered
by some
blunt Instrument. The wound In particular was below the right ear and
was three inches long ana two and a
half inches deep.
The Jury said that while no evi
dence was givenr all Indications
had been
showed that Sandoval
placed besides the tracks and that
he had not been thrown oft a train
as first supposed, but that the blow
had been administered before he was
placed beside the tracks.
The Socorro county authorities are
making a thorough investigation of
the accident and, the mystery sur- rounaing h.

The thieves who stole the massive
silver vessels from the Church of the
Sacred Heart in BareJas Thursday
night have not yet been apprehended though the police are still keep- ng up a diligent search. To accom
plish this sacrilege the thieves pried
open the front door of the church
and so effected an extrance.
it is
not supposed that the thieves will
seek to sell the silver In its original
shape. The metal will probably be
melted down before It Is disposed of.
The theft was discovered yesterday
when the church was opened and
the matter was reported to the police
by Rev. Father Capalupl.
Severul
persons are under suspicion for the
crime, but no conclusive evidence has
been collected.

NEW UNIFORMS FOR
SHOP DEPARTMENT
Santa Fe'a Flro

light lug Force Will

lie .ccotitcifO Willi

Bowl

Line of Clothing.

In

The Samta Fe shop Are denartment.
which is one of the most efficient in

the service of the road, and which
nas a record ror putting out nres be
fore they obtain a good start, will en
ter the lists nt the territorial fair
In October and also at the firemen's
meet In Santa Fe in September.
or tne purpose of being properly

the firemen have Just received some elegant new uniforms,
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
which were ordered especially for use
at tne fair. The new uniforms are
not only of good appearance but were
Market letters received by F. J, purchased with a view to use, and
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett they will be much in evidence at fires
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over in and near the shops should any oc
cur.
their own private wires.
This department Is well officered
g
time In
and It makes
New York Stocks,
practice runs as well as Its runs to
its
92
Amalgamated Copper
118 Tg fires.
American Smelters
927
Atchison com
58
Anaconda . . . .'
EOCO KILLS MANY
56
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
88 Vi
Baltimore and Ohio
178 '4
Canadian Pacific
25
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
11 3'. 4
New York Central
36
Ontario and Western
124
Pennsylvania
Xogales, Ariz., July 20. One of the
104
Beading com
greatest epidemics of the year is now
22
Rock Island
raging among the horses and cattle
84 S of Santa Crus county, and the loss Is
Southern Pacific
134
St. Paul
becoming serious. The trouble seems
20 'A to be In some kind of a plant or weed
Southern Railway
144
Union Pacific
which the horses eat and being pois
36
U. S. 8. com
onous the result Is, many animals are
100
U. S. 8. pfd
dying, in some cases over 40 per cent
16
Oreene Cananea
of the ranch animals died. The mat
1 7 Vi
Shannon
ter was railed to the attention of For
166
Calumet and Arizona
est Ranger Wilson, who has informed
80
Copper Range
the Agricultural department of the
44
Utah Con
epidemic, and a plant expert. Dr.
82
North Butte
Marsh of Colorado has been ordered
31
Copper
Santa Fe
here for special work. Some of the
$11.70 ranchers fear It Is the loco weed do
October cotton
Total sales 245,400.
ing so much damage, but others be
lieve It must be some plant unknown
go
CIilea
Livestock.
and of a deadly character. The result
the Investigation will be watched
of
receipts
Chlcngo, July 20. Cattle
with much Interest.
800. Market steady. Beeves
7.25; cows tl.504i 5.25; heifers $2.50
to
5.50(f 7.25; good
(1 5.50; calves
prime steers I5.70i7.25: poor to me STREET GAR CHASES
etockers and feed
dium
ers S2.80W5.00.
Sheep receipts 4000. Market steady
6.00
Western $4. 00 5.90; yearlings
0)6.60: lambs J5.75 U 7.40; western
15.75 7.50.
A horse owned by Frank Hubbell
became frightened today while standProduce Market.
ing near Tenth and New York aveChicago, July 20. Closing quota nue, and breaking the halter strap. It
tlons:
started west at a fast rate of speed.
Wheat July 89; Sept.
A lumber mill car was nearing Ninth
;
51
52
July
Sept.
Corn
H.
street In charge of Motorman Heu-wSept. 38.
Oats Julv 42
and Conductors Kennedy and
Pork Julv S16.30: Sept. 116.40.
Garard at the time. Motorman Heu-wS9.60;
Sept.
$9.10
July
Lard
turned on full power and after
1 19U
chasing the runaway horse and buggy
Hiba July $8.60; Sept. $8.67
for three blocks he came so near that
8.70.
it diished towards the sidewalk, ending its mad flight In the wreckage of
Kansas City Market.
buKgy and fence. Conductors KenKansas city. July 2U. Lattle re nedy and Uarard quickly released the
unchanged.
600;
ceiiits
horse from the debris and tying him
Sheep receipts none. Market nom to
a fence proceeded on to the mill.
Inally steady.
The horse was unhurt, although the
"
buggy was wrecked.
f t I Market.
HO.
Lead dull
Vnrli Julv
The best remedy tor bachache,
$S.15(fi 5.25; copper nominal 21922;
of the
weak kidneys, lnflamation
silver 6Sc.
bladder is DeWitt's Kidney and Blad
der Pills. Their action Is prompt
New York. July 2o. Money on call and sure. A week's treatment for
nominal. Prime mercantile paper n '3 25c. Sold by J. H. O RIelly & Co.
per cent.
0Bring us your Job work. Prices
c Y tula Wfwil VnrKet.
the very lowest and the work will
ly;
stea
zo.
Wuul
July
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
St. liiis,
and calling cards a specialty.
Unchanged.
costive,
"I have been somewhat
dull but Doan's Itegulets gave Just the
ki Tunis' inlv 2u. Suelter
results desired. They act mildly and
$5.90.
regulate
the bowels perfectly."
W do It right. ROCtm PRT. Im George n. Krause, 304 Walnut Ave.,
AUoona, Pa.
perial Laundry Co.
record-breakin-

9n.
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BEEN

er

er
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

M(iU IItIII

FEE'S
STORE.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG
E

Santa Fe Restaurant

1

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - ;

HAW LEY

On the Comer

The Leading Stationer.

Reliable

C.

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crowns
$0
rainless Extracting.. ,50c

f

m

UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

ooeoooeoeooooo
Convenience - Comfort - Security

U" M

Q
Sr
m

ALL WORK ARSOLCTTXY GUARANTEED.

.
.

The telephone make

the

duties lighter, the cams less
and the worries (ewer.

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolong yew Ufa?
and protect your home.

YOU NELB A TELEPIIO.YE IX TOUK ITOMB;

TRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 12. M. T. ARMIJO BLDG.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ixnixxxxuximtxixxxxin
The farlalan
a
'M

WEST RAILROAD AVE-RU- E
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Open Day and Night.

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan Kodak free.

a

203

Where to Dine Well

Eastman Kodaks

Consult

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Conststen?
Prices

Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your digestive organs and furnish the
natural digestive Juices tor your
stomach. It will make you well. Kodol digests what you eat. Sold by
Co.
J. H. O'RIelly

Sheep and Cattle Raisers
are Benefitted

By September 1 there will be In
J. K. Campbell, grazing Inspector
operation In Algodones a brick manu- of the forest service, who Is in the
facturing plant with a daily output of city today en route to Prescott. Ariz.,
u.uuu .pressed Krtcks.
A company and California, said In speaking of
has ibeen organized which Includes the work of his department:
prominent
Albuquerque
several
busi
throughout
"Grazing
conditions
ness men In Its list of shareholders. the west this summer are excellent.
The name of the corporation Is the Sheep and cattle men in districts
'lonque Pressed Brlok, Tile and Im- where I have visited are In excellent
provement Co." It Is capitalized for spirits. The work of the forest ser
$300,000 and already has a contract vice Is largely responsible
for the
to sell 6,000.000 'bricks to a firm in nourishing condition or the animal
Los Angeles.
Industry. In conserving the resources
A. J. Frank, of 'Algodones, who Is or the national loresis tne general
the assistant manager of the com productiveness of vast areas of farm
pany, said this morning:
ing and grazing lands Is stimulated.
shale banks of Algodones
lnelong
"It will be seen In years to come
have
been famous for the ex that the action of the government
cellent pottery material they contain. In taking steps to preserve the for
Tne fue.bio Indians rrom time im ests or the country was begun none
memorial have drawn upon these vast too soon. General Indifference on the
deposits for material out of which to part of an
g
population
fashion their unique pottery. For would eventually have reduced the
over a year we have been experiment
mountain districts to barren wastes.
ing with this shale in view of utilis Not a stick of marketable timber
ing It extensively in the manufacture would
have been left standing and as
of commercial ibrlck and tile. Ex
consequence the water bup- perts to whom we have submitted aplydirect
mountains could not be
of
the
samples of the product say no better held In reserve
to water the lowbrick can ibe made. We have had lands In seasons when It is most
the ibrlck tested for strength and needed. As it is the grazing lands
durability and these tests have sur- are well watered and luxuriant.
prised the experts. The brick Is ex"In enforcing the grazing regula
tremely hard and heavy and takes tions
of the forest service the ania finish that cannot be rivaled.
mal Industry Is permanently bene
"The shale deposit at Algodones Is fited. The honest rancher Is protect2.000 feet in width, a quarter of a
from the greed of the dishonest
mile In length and 150 feet In known ed
and no favoritism as to pasturage of
depth.
The full extent of the de- herds or Docks Is possible. The for
posit has r.ot yet been determined, est service deals with the email live
though we know the supply Is enorm stock raiser just as fairly as It does
ous.
The composition is as follows:
the man who numbers his cat
Forty per cent silica, S to 4 per cent with
tle or sheep by the tens of thouof oxide of Iron, 22 per cent alumi- sands."
num, 17 per cent lime and 4 per
cent manganese.
"The large percentage or aluminum
in the clay makes the material ex- DROWNED MAN GAVE
ceptionally plastic In working It up
and also acts as an adhesive element
In binding the particles Into one tilat-lik- e
LIFE FOR FRIENDS
r
mass after it is. fired. No
composition for a fine hard
brick could be made up than this
Atlantic City. N. J.. Julv 20. It
which comes already mixed by nature. The vessels made of this ma- developes, according to persons who
terial by the Indians are durable and witnessed the incident, that Col.
Azzalli, leader of the banda
vearher proof and the Indian knows
nothing of high heat tiring. By gendarme of UuadalaJura,
Mexico,
using a high heat kiln pottery can w no was drowned in the surf last
be made of this clay which Is as hard evening, died a hero.
and strong as iron stone and much
Three of his comrades. It appears.
lighter.
waded Into dtep water and began to
outcomplete
a
ordered
"We have
struggle for their lives. Azzalli went
fit of the most modern pressed brick to their assistance without considermachinery from St: Louis and this ing or realizing his danger. He manmachinery is now on the way here. aged to push the drowning men toContractor Mace, of Albuquerque, has ward the shore until they found a
.the contract to erect the buildings at footing, but the struggle exhausted
the site at Algodones and by Sep- him and he sank.
tember we will begin the manufac
Azzalli and his band went to Philture of the brick and will make ship- adelphia
the Li 1'aso Elks. His
ments to fill our big California order, band tookwith
the first prize for showing
At the outset we will employ only made in the
parade, but AzElks'
fifteen men, but the capacity of the zalli did not know it.
About the
plant will be increased as rapidly as lime he lost his lift ,.:;- t.t,
r prize
practicable.
was
being
winners
olt in Phil"A Mr. Learnard, one of the big- adelphia convention read
hall.
gest contractors of Los Angeles, ha
examined our clay and offered to
buy as much of it in the crude state
as we would sell. We will sell him RIO GRANDE LUMBER
a certain amount which will be ship
ped to Los Angeles and be manufactured Into fancy tile for ornamental
CO. OF
fire places. Later we hope to manufacture tile and pottery at Algodones.
"Our Ibrlck Is almost imprevious to
moisture. A ibrlck of our manufac
the past few weeks mention
ture soaked In water for twenty- - hasDuring
made In news dispatches of
four hours absorbs only four ounces the been
Rio Orande Lum1er company,
of water. It Is practically impossible meaning
which was orfor moisture to penetrate through the ganized Ina corporation
Colorado last year and
finished article. The brick is pri with headquarters
at
Trinidad.
marily a finishing brick to be used
There Is a well known concern
for facing and other exterior and In
terlor work. The seconds and thirds known also as "The Rio Grande
only will be sold for cheaper grades Lumber Company." in this city, of
or construction. The .uricK can reau which S. J. Brack Is manager, and
which Is not incorporated.
The latlly be colored many different permanent hues to suit the requirements of ter company is an excellent institution of Albuquerque and was in no
various ornamental construction.
manager of the way connected with the land matters
"The president-anTonque Pressed Prick, Tile and Im In which the Incorporated Rio Granprovement company Is l. L. acnuu. de Lumber company was mentioned.
Judge C. M. Bayne, of Raton, Is
.
L.
the secretary and treasurer.
Brooks, of this city and others are BURNING BRIDGE
also largely interested in the new
company.
"Beside the Immense snale 'DanK
TRAINS
the property of the company Includes
RELAYS
a mountain or marine wnicn we win
quarry.
This marble, while not as
hard as some Is admirably suited for
When passenger train No. 7, southwainseotting. wall lining and other
reached the vicinity of a small
uses in nubile buildings, private resi bound,
bridge
of Bernalillo last night,
dences or business blocks. We have it was north
that the structure
ordered machinery for sawing, plan was on discovered
lire
and
train was coming and otherwise preparing the mar pelled to wait forthethree
hours until
ble for the market and this machinibe
extinguished and
blaze could
ery will be Installed for operation in the
'bridge
put
the
into
condition
to perthe fall. This department of our
ears to pass over.
Algodones iant will rival in import mitThethe damage
was principally conance our brick and tile department. fined to the 'bridge
approach, and
The marble comes In all shades of was remedied oy pilling
in the
color from a light gray to the deep bed of the creek until ties
the bridge
est hues."
was properly strengthened.
No further delays will be necessary as the
bridge is being repaired today.
SPANISH MISSION

f
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Beauty Parlors

FLY"

120 South Fourth SI.
Hair Drcftlsg

Fc lal Maia
Skimpoolog
Electroloaii
Scalp Treiimeat
Manlcurlof
Hair
Children's
Cutting

Au-gus- to

MIl37
PLANING-TTMn
SUPERIOR
rTTT VTTW slUTflir
-

OTP 17

Preprfetors

iiiiiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiii
When in Silver City Tatronize

Mrs.

I-

1

PRIVATE

BOARDING

HtUSE
"

Next Elks' Opera House

109-11-

Your Credit is Good
Clothe your family on $1.00
per week

eta woBteontrmi

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

New Location

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 49

Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August

O.D.

and September

::

::

::

The Railroad Avenue Optician

Return Limit Nov730

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue

Extremely Low Rates

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Los Angelis and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and

Wm. Wallace McGlellan
Justice of Peace, Precinct No.
ALBUQUCRQltr, N. M.
Notary Public

Tel. 480

i

LIVERY

C. H. Carries,

1

California

with

E. M AH ARAM

BELL'S

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

Riper's

Van

TJTTTT

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
t

SCREENS

Door acreena a strong aa an ordinary door at prices' that defy
eastern-mad- e
acreen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong aa a door at 7 cents per foot at the

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, PompaPuffs, Wigs, etc.
dour.
We carry a complete line
of Aileen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared for this
climate. Your patronage la respectfully solicited.

bet-(te-

12

111

. $35
Return
San Francisco and Return $45

Collections made at Korber Building 124
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
and 2 ti 4 p. m.

Residence 723 N. Fourth St.

CHAFINfilisffWy

WORKERS CONFER

WAS MUCH ENJOYED
the Albuquerque
Mexico Spanish
mission workers is being held at the
At the residence of Mr. and Sirs.
Spanish Methodist church in old
town. The meeting convened yester Seymour Lewinson, 31J South
A conference of
district of the New

Hev-ent-

day morning and It will adjourn this
evening.
Rev. T. M. Jlarwood, presiding eld
er of the district, presided. He H
assisted by the following ministers
throughout the district:
Reverends K. M. Chaves, Socorro;
Thomas liar wood, D. U ; T. M.
H. O. Costalea, . B. Garcia.
E .C. Chavez, Santiago Chavez and
E. C. Salazar.
Today's exercises were In Spanish,
while yesterday the program was In
English.
Har-woo-

FOR K AI.K OR RFTXT.
Two hundred acre of farm- Ing land In Loft linna. nenr rail- road station, nil nmler ditch. V.
t. Mlcra, I'ubn. N. M.
(
1

CANDIES,

easy-goin-

MALOY'S

pagb nrm.

iititntttiitiiTi

SERVICE

at Grazing Inspector Believes

Extensively.

ng at

CITIZEN.

EXCELLENT

at Algodones to be Worked

Team, Makes Handsome
Offer to Players.

FOREST

WORK HAS

FINEJICK

Wm. Mcintosh, Godfather of Immense Shale Deposits

tome

SAYS

PRO

EVENING

d,

IL
GO TO SOCORRO

street, a chafing dish party
given in honor of Misses Nell
Stern and Alice Firth, both visitors In
the city. The gentlemen were sup
plied witn aprons and were compelled to do the cooking
The ladles
acted as Judges and v. ere compelled
to taste what the gentlemen cooked.
home queer dishes were concocted
by the men and the ladles had to
come to the rescue and prepare some
thing to eat. Prizes for the most
original
culinary
were
Invention
awarded, the gentleman's prize going to E. G. Abrams, and the lady's
prize to Sliss Jetty Rosenwald.
was

The Albuquerque

Get Full

Hatters

Safety of the Check, ag Account

Ex-prc- ua

to

When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for b
arge and small
account?.
We solicit your account.

Corner

Cold Ave.
3rd St.&
Phone 680.

imilllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllTIIITTIIIIIIIIIIIXIg

UNMOUNT TENT

CITT

The Geronimos will leave on No.
for Socorro
tomorrow morning
The Pioneer Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
where they will play the Socorro
Manager
team tomorrow afternoon.
amtng the foothills of the beautiful Sangrc it Cristo Mountain,
Ryan said today that the team which
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
he was to pit against the crack Socorro nine, was a strong one.
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sumThe Ueronlmo lineup is as follows:
t
t
mer climate. Resident physicians.
Meyer,
catcher;
Riley .Edward,
pitcher; Tony Ortiz, first ase; Lein-pksecond 'base; Cain, third base;
Send For Booklet.
Rates SI 0.00 Per Week Up.
Helwig, short slop; Fluke, left field;
field; Tony Johnson,
Allen, center
substitute,
right field; HUdebrandt,
rTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
and Marllu Ryan, manager.
XXHXIXXXXX3

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

9

e,

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panama a SpeClothing
cialty
(team
Cleaned and Pressed.
Attended
Order
Promptly.

Particulars

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

III

T

j

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.

EVEN1NQ

CITIZEN.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

COMIC OPERA

FADES AFTER

MOVING TO

RAINS

MARKET

20
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipation! of the coming event, and cast over her
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that t'.J use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
to all women at the
and child. This scientific liniment is a
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
but its use
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtgently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents 4,morning
sickness," and other dis- god-sen- d

Deal Made on Sunday Results Conditions In Sheep Raising
Sections Are Unusually
In a Sad

sfs?
l.oo per

Good.

9

JO. When
Yuma , Arii., July
Jarnes Flyn, who Hvm near Yuma,
on
pie
Manuelo Plevna, a gypsy,
there will be "something stirring." to
urn Flyn's own expression.
Plevn
came to the Flyn residence Sunday
a.
leading
horse which
afternoon
proved to be a perfect match tor one
that Flyn had possessed lor some
time, but had never been able to
natch. It was a beautiful chestnut
with dapples the else of dollars con- spinous all over It.
Plevna said he understood someone
at that place wanted a mate for a
dappled chestnut horse.
"I guess you mean me," said Flyn
1ut I can't Just now rememier ever
having said anything about it- - Who
told you?
Plevna would not say.
"It Is a good horse." said Plevna,
bis eyes eloquent of honest purposes.
When Flyn looked the animal over
he was pleased and his satisfaction
increased when he learned from his
acquaintance, the gypsy,
that the
horse would not cost much, 1150.
you
want
Is
for
the ani
all
"If that
mal," said Flyn, "we ll close the oar
sxaln.
"I believe In quick sales, small returns." announced Plevna with the
air of a high financier.
Horse Faded.
Flyn avers he winked at himself
several times while closing the deal
and only breathed easily when a pa'
per was signed making him the sole
proprietor of the dappled chestnut
The awakened did not come until
yesterday morning.
Flyn's stalble is only a small affair
and It shelters the family cow. The
gypsy had said that his horse was
used to being out and so when he
went to bed early Sunday night the
new acquinitlon was tied to a post
Just outside the door with only
blanket over him.
Sunday night it rained. Flyn is a
Heavy sleeper and so did not know
anything unusual was going on until
yesterday morning when he went to
the stable.
The first thing Flyn thought when
he jerked the blanket off the sleek
back of the new horse was that
someone had exchanged another for
the one he had tied to the post the
evening previous.
This one was
one was white, no douibt of It, al
though in spots there were streaks
and soots of brown that gave It the
appearance of some new species of

aebra.

Result of Sunday Trade.
Flyn was about to send for a coun
ty officer to take charge of what he
considered to be a rather peculiar
.case, when he discovered that the
4lanJcet he had thrown down was
.covered with large brown spots slmJ
lar to the ones on the horse. Then he
saw the trick.
The dapples had been painted on
the animal and the rain had Haul'
dlzed them so the blanket absorbed
them as it dried In the morning sun
Flyn Is now looking for a gyspy
'
and says he will prosecute him to the
full extent of the law If he Is to be
found. He thinks, however, that the
trickster took himself out of the
country Sunday night.
"Serves me right for making a deal
on Sunday," said Flyn, "tout I can
prove he obtained the money under
false pretenses, for he said the horse
was fast In every particular, and It
faded.

The western spring lamUs are be
ginning to move marketward and a
bunch from Idaho struck Chicago
last week for $8. The first run of
the same class last year brought sixty cents more but this my 'have (been
due to the matter of quality rather
than market conditions.
The shearing Is rather late on the
Colorado plains this wh)ii and such
of the fleece as has ibeen sold nas
brought an average of 2(H4 cents a
pound which Is not quite so good as
he wool growers
had anticipated.
Some sheep raisers who will hold
their dips for a higher price while
others will consign.
ew Market.
After going through the sweating
process for several years the town of
Omaha has finally awakened to the
fact that that place should become a
wool market. The promoters claim
to have 1600.000 In sight toward a
fund of a million dollars necessary
to get the thing under way.
Shcop Alan Retires.
O. V. Lielghton, of Fayette, Idaho,
recenUy sold 10,000 head of sheep
1,820 acres of land and a farm, outfit
for $80,000. Mr. Leighton began in
the sheep business on a small scale
fifteen years ago. Now that he is
so far ahead of the game after having obtained a god living all these
years, he Is quite willing to quit and
let some other fellow pack the load.
It Is easy to infer that the man who
had made $80,000 In this way never
found time to lie down on his job
Halrv Condition of Wool.
The kompy or hairy condition of
purely bred wool is the bete nolr of
manufacturers, tor while these nDers,
which are tender and brittle at best,
may withstand the process of dusting and scouring in preparing for the
looms although many or tnem are
lost in the process, which increases
the shrinkage of the clip by that
much It Is when the batch reaches
the dye tanks that the real trouble
begins. By their nature they win
not take color as does wool and the
result Is that when the weaving or
spinning process begins they show up
in the cloth In a most shameless
manner and have to be picked out
with nippers which adds to the expense and leaves damaged cloth.
lamb Baying.
Colorado feeders are doing most
of their lamb buying In Wyoming
this season. Twelve bunches were
contracted last week in Natrona
county at prices ranging from $5.25
to 15.50 per cwt. October delivery.
Other buyers ere working In eastern
Colorado and are making contracts
at about the same prices. It Is es
timated that 500,000 head of sheep
will ibe fed In northern Colorado the
coming season as against 750,000
head last year. The decrease will be
caused by the less than normal sup
ply of lambs occasioned by loss to
flocks In some places up north by the
long and cold storms during the
lambing season. The northern stuff
weighs from fifty-fiv- e
to sixty-fiv- e
pounds while New Mexico lambs are
somewhat lighter. The feeders pre- northern sheep and especially
ferhe
the northern ewes when fattening for
market Ewes are selling around $3
a head and those who have access
to beet pulp will be glad to utilize it
by feeding this class of stock. Jesse
Harris of Larimer county has already
purchased 60,000 head of sheep for
nis customers.

To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
jrou first before you spend a penny-wha- t
my Pink Pain Tablets can Aa,
will mall you free, a Trial Package ot
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia. Headache, Toothache, Pe
riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Ra
cine, wis. Sold by all dealers.

TERRITORIAL

CAPITAL

Sufi EUJTHEffip

Dottie.

hook.

containing valuable information free.
The Bredfictd Regulator Co.. Atlanta, Ga.

at Blbee,

dead from eating corncobs.

Aria.,

Is

A strip of land comprising 650, 00
acres along the northern border of
the Black Mean national reserve in
Arizona, has been added to that reserve. Upon the reports of forest Inspectors it was found advisable to set
aside this tract of land and annex It
to the national forest. The land wis
formerly annexed on July 12, 1907.

,of The Evening Citizen.

We get

Plies get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment
Please note It is made alone for
Plies, and its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
like maglo by
or blind piles disappear
Large nickel-cappe- d
glai
Its use.
jars (0 cents. Sold by aT dealers.
New Arrivals for Use Week.
rugs, Ingrain
Seumleaa tapestry
carpet (large assortment) brass and
Iron beds, linoleums, Hoosier Kitchen
(Cabinets, China and glassware.
Fu-liel- le

Furniture Co.
subscribe for Tlx Evening Cltlsea

ALLOWED

Standard

The
Railway

of

Mexico

Traverses the Republic
From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-t-

Extends to Depositor! Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital. 1160, 000.00.

FiRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

u.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

$59.25

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Tickets on sale July 11, 12 and IS.
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying SI it may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and Including July Slst.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Agent

GROSS, KELLY & CO;, INC.
Whose Fault Is It?

C.

-

Secretary Mutual Building
Uoa. Office at 217 West

magazine idea Is brand-neto the world. It is not quite new with me, however, as I have
rfven it, ct odd timet, four or five years of thought. It first came into my mind in response to a desire to couple, in
magazint with the illustrated features of tht conventional magazine. It has
tome way, the strength of the
been a diiiicult problem to work out.
Now that the idea it perfected, 1 with to tee what thert it in it. It loots to
only
way
to know a thing it to try it.
mt to be veiy good, but the
two-secti-

Magazines for a Quarter Easy Money

magatine la twenty-6v- e
cents, which ia equal to twelve
The price ot thia
ceuta a magazine. Most magaziues which were selling at ten cents
ami
have been advanced to fifteen centa. Tllli SCRAP JIOOK In two parta meana two
magaziutia for twenty-fiv- e
cent against thirty cents for two fifteen cent magazines.
rt

lf

MUNSEY,

ds

.

New York

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Bait taam
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building, North TLl.--d Sue

The plan of your new house may
be correcg, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's What!" "It's
up to you" to insist that every stick
of lumter that goes into your house
comes from, this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
very time.
RIO

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provlilona, ttsw
Oraln and Fuel.
Fins Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fe- thls 11ns with us.
NORTH TH "UJ BT

I
4

i

riKE

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It

I250.000.M
Uilway Cempaoy

2nd mad Cold

A. E. WALKEH,

N

IBOO.OM.M

ALBUQUERQUE

408 Watt Railroad Araoaa

tnagazina
Now I am creating another
the
msgaxina This it the age of specialization. Tht conventions magazine,
with its smattiri.ig of illustrations and its smattering of fiction and its smattering of special articles, doesn't contain
magazine and tht
rnoug'.i of any one tiling to rr.aks it satisfying. Tht
magazine, joined together a a unit, strengthen each other, and make something really Lig and forceful aud convincing.

A.

omaomiToarr

DETOES READT PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Fees,
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stop Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

! created a new type of magaxine

.

Director

2nd Mad Cold

Philadelphia and Return

JAP-A-LA-

CashJsr

Assistant Cashier

STATE NATIONAL BANK

N

-

,

Prealdral
President

The running of a bank account bas a
tendency to wean a man from habit of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
money.
::
::
s
r.
::
s
We are always glad to assist those
who desire to 'um over a new leaf."

Thos. F. Keleher

SCttap BOOK for July fa faawesf fat two eeffoas two complete mBgarhtaa, each
tvfrh Its osvtt cover and Ha omm table of contenta, Omm mi these eecf'eite te ait ALLmagazlna. Each fa a mammoth maga-mln- o
IUMS TKA TED magattno j the othmr fa an
In Itaatf, The one presents an everwhelmlng army ot asms) interest articles and
Illustrations the other an anarmoua tonnago ot fiction 1 BO magaa ot abeoriMng afortea

News-stan-

Vic

IT WEANS HIM

Hj2

Now Ready on all

oirkctor

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atcklaea, Topeka k Saata F

Ea-tan-

E. Purdy,

m.

0

1

NEW MEXICO

omemmm and
JOSHUA 8. RATNOUD8
M. W. FLOTJRNOT
FRANK lfcKU
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDI

Special Excursions

THE

FRANK

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

INSURANCE

two-pa-

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwsll,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

sub-Age- nt

BGDK

one-ha-

facilities.

Mexican Central

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

SCRP

Two

DEPOSITS

THE

T.

The

SAVINGS

TOURISTS

The Biggest Kind ot a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

Ten yean ago
distinct typs &t

ON

Curtain 8:30! Prices 25c and 35c
Reserved seats at Matsons.

tr.

y,

gists.
o
If you want anything on earth, you
can get it through the want columns

INTEREST

Said Pasha

n,

public by
ltaynolds:

.Cured Three of the Family with One
Colic,
of Ciuunberlaln's
Bottle
Cholera and li.Mi'rlioea Remedy.
"I purchased a bottle of Chamber-Jain'- s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, and found it to be all
claimed ror it in the adertlsements.
Three of the family have used It with
food results In summer complaint."
H. K. Howe, publisher of the Press,
Highland, Wis. For sale by all drug-

Sunday Night

o,

Santa Fe. N. M.. July 10. The fol
lowing have been appointed notaries

Acting Governor J. W.
Forest D. Lawhead, of Roswell,
Chaves county; W. H .Morris, of Gallup. UoKlnley county; Ollle Weath-t'rabTexico, Roosevelt county.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been Hied In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
falo Blanco Land and Irrigation
oaxapany. Principal place ot business
at Springer, Colfax county. Territorial agent, Charles E. Hartley, at
Springer. Capital stuck, $175,000 divided into seven thousand shares of
the par value of $25 each. Object, irrigation enterprise. Period of existence, fifty years. Incorporators, Chas.
E. Hartley, Christopher Hansen and
Charles F. Hortensteln, all of

:V
V

Tucson's new ordlnace prohibiting
Two letters, both denying any conpoker playing in that town went Into nection
with the murder of Mrs. Hareffect yesterday.
vey Morris and her child, which ocQuadslajara,
curred at Roosevelt and for which
Amateur burglars have attempted crime he paid the deah penalty on
City of Mexico
The
to enter a number of houses at Ka-to- the 13th of this month at Solomon-vlll- e,
many
and
other places worth
X. M., the past week.
Ariz., were received in Tucson
seeing.
from William Baldwin, one of John
The Richest Mining, Lumber
and
A railroad line will be built from C. demons, a colored barber,
arid Cattle Producing Lands
Douglas to Cananea, Arts., by own- the other by H. I. Groce, the negro
Made Accessible by This
county
jail for
now being held In the
ers of mines in that vlelnlty,
Great System.
the murder of his wife.
Harry Stevens, aged 42, and Mrs.
District co'iit fat Torrance county.
Emma Washington, aged 40, were
' Can learn of much that is
married at Madrid, N. M., Thursday. Judge Edward A. Mann,Julypresiding,
29, and
will convene in Estancla
Intensely interesting and create
sensational
murder
of
a
number
gave
a
a desire to visit the
The Roswell realty board
cases will come up for trial. The
banquet to a number of guests at the most
Important of these is the trial
Ollkeson hotel in that city Wednesof Domingo Valles and Juan Sedillo,
day night
for the murder in the fall of 1904dis-ol.
the
by obtaining a map folder of th
The Nogal Peaks Mining company Colonel J. Francisco Chaves,who
was
Is interesting residents of Carlabad, tinguished New Mexican
Mexican Central Railway, as In
through
fired
by
an
assassin
who
hot
N. M.. In its valuable mines In the
it are to be found brief sketchthe window of a house at his victim.
Nogzal peaks of Lincoln county.
es of plaois snd things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
The contract for the construction
Benlamln Corey, a pioneer Jf
and historical value, have no
Development comthe Farmers'
Phoenix, Ariz., was killed at Man of
equal In the world.
pany's fiftv thousand dollar Irriga
chester, N. H., Tuesday, by being tion project
Folders, rates and all Infornear
be completed
to
runaway.
thrown from a buggy In a
mation furnished on application
Springer, N. M., has been awarded to
Wlnburn of that city. Work
Ed. P. GIdibert, a prominent ranch Coletheandgreat
system of reservoirs and
C. F. BERNA
er of Mojove, Arix., while lifting a on
Irr ration canals will begin at once
bale of hay Wednesday supped ana and
announced
It
it will all
is
Commercial
Agent
fell, death ensuing from a broken he finished In amnle that
time for next
neck.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
season's irrigation. The project which
reclaim many thousands of acres
V. D. MXTRDOCK,
While shoving hay in a baling ma will
of land and make It rich ana rer- Passenger Traffic Manager.
chine near Silver City Tuesday, Mac- - tile,
Is one of the most important en
J. C. MoDONALD,
had nis terprises ever originated in, this secedonlo Torres, a rancher,
right foot amputated by the ma tion and its value to the country canGem. pass. Agent.
chine.
not be overestimated.
GUI in
The conduct of
I will mall you tree, to prove merit,
the recent affair at Fort McDowell samples Of my Dr. Shoop's Restoraarising out of the killing of Austin tive, and my Book on either DyspepNavajo has been officially approved sia. The Heart or The Kidneys.
by Indian Commissioner Leupp.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
Jaffa, Prager A Co., of Roswell, N. deeper ailment.
Don't make the
M., last week exchanged their holderror of treating symptoms
ings In the Lincoln Trading Co., of common
treating
Symptom
only.
treatment
VIA
Lincoln, for the sheep and ranches the result of your ailment,is ana not
of Henty Lutz, at Ancho, in the
nerves
Stomach
cause.
Weak
the
valley; consideration $50,000.
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
And the Heart.
weakness, always.
Henry Davis, sentenced to hf(ng at and
Kidneys as well, have their conGlobe, Ariz., for the murder of State trolling
Weaken
or Inside nerves.
Jones, has annealed to the supreme
nerves, and you inevitably have
court of Arizona for a rehearing of these
organs.
Hers is where
vital
his case. His execution has been set weak
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Us
for July 26.
fame. No other remedy even claims
Also
the "Inside nerves."
The Denver & Rio Grande railway to treat
bloating, biliousness, bad breath
has agreed to run cars to and from for
use
Shoop's
or
tie
complexion,
Dr.
the new ball park at Santa Fe next storatlve.
Write me today for sam
.Sunday for the game between tne At Die
Shoop,
Ka
Dr.
Book.
and
free
buquerque Browns and the Salmon
Wis. The Restorative is sold by
Grays, formerly the Santa re Cen- cine.dealers.
all
10
trals.
worn
ROHGH
DRT
Our
oon'snavs
T.lttlo
nrtnHnjll
rAWltt'
Torlo
In
RIufi
tvilnt
nilnnla lVhw
C. J. Randall, of New York, Is In
Small, sure, safe Dills. Sold hv J. II. Rlrihee, Ariz., with a view of estab- to be washed over. Imperial Laun sas, Michigan, Minnesota, .Missouri,
North and Sooth Dakota's and Wis.
o itieuy a co.
lishing a factory for the manufac- - dry Co.
consin.
Dates of sale June 15, IS, 17, 12
a k a in
23. t4. 29 AH. .Tiilv i s
11. 12, 19, 20, and 21. Final return
umit uctoDer list.
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OFFICIAL MATTERS

surplus, $100,000

Copltai and

Pinafore

NKW MEXICO

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Mr. Randall was for a number of years connected with an establishment of thii
character In New York.
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ture of a boiler compound.

Territorial
A native child

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
v Nights and Sunday
Matinee
;
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HIS NEW HORSE WESTERN

SATTHRir,

GRANDE
Phone

LUMBER

CO.

I

Cornar Third and Marquatta

T.

Of000K
"OLD RELIABLE."

La
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B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries

la ths Southwest

it

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBCQVERCi'.'

-- "
a,sjianMiMr,jw,
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SATTimAY,
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EARTH CAVES IN SAFE SLIDE

HON

AT

EVENING

i
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it

woaoilsxi sa

Escapes.
n.

du-lr-

b--

n.

n,

Cough
Kennedys
Use
Laxatlvs
Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
moving ths bowels. Contains Honey
and Tar and tastes nearly as good as
maple syrup. Children liks It. Sold
by J. H. O' Rlelly at Co.

ths cold out of the system by gently

i-

as.

saWatas6asm
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HELP WANTED.
HELP WANTED It that Is your
crying need, a want ad In Ths
Evening Citizen's want column will
assurs you of plenty of employes.
wA.vifcm.
WAN T EI
man to work on ranch.
Apply J. H Heald. phone 1542
WANTED Woman
for
general
housework; good cook. Wages $30.
Mrs. Gregory Page. Gallup, N. M.
WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds.
k. w. ree, oj south First street.
WANTED Boy with pony to deliver
papers. Apply at this office.
WANTED
Immediately,
a whits
camp cook.
Apply Horabln-Mc-Osff-

Damage ol $50,000 to Plant Aeronaut Coolly Jabs Holes
In Gas Bag and
and Water System at
Cripple Creek, July 21. A cave-Ionti of the riMijt (1lalr-)iIn the
history of the Cripple Creek district,
i,
occtrr;-- !
th. vast three dny.
at the SUratton's lndpouJcnoe mine,
on Battle mountain.
Fortunately
no one was Injured. The falling of
the earth occurred In that section of
the mine lying between the main
shaft and the Portland side line.
Over 600 feet of earth slot .g the
surface sunk. ShaTt house No. I was
wrecked an! ra'lrjad tracks on the
main Una of thi Midland terminal
broken li to small pie.ei (.ir a distance of eighty srd
The Victor water main which furnishes a supply for that city, was
badly damaged, a.i'l unless reralrs
are Immediately made the city of
Victor will be without fire protection,
as some of the joints of the pipe were
loosened and now leaking. The damage Is estimated at about $50,000.
At 4:20 o'clock Wednesday morning rumbling of the earth was heard
and hundreds of thousands of tons
of rook went crashing through levels
and slopes of the Independence mine,
carrying down timbers and stulls and
settling Into the bottom working of
the big mine.
Iteaembled an Kartliquako.
The noise from the falling rock
was so great that hundreds of people
were awakened. Tnose living In the
immediate vicinity, feeling the jar of
from their houses,
the earth, rush-isupposing it to be an earthquake.
Holes of a deptth of 300 feet are
exposed on the Independence ground
and the surface fur a distance of 600
feet has settled from six to twelve
fiet.
Shortly before the crumbling of
the earth miners employed in the
Portland, Independence and Strong
properties heard heavy blasts, and
the sound from the shot came from
that section of the n Independence
occurred.
mine where the cave-IJust why shots should be fired In
portion of the property Is a mysthat
tery, as operations are not being carried on In that part of the mine. .
When the earth settled No. 2 shaft-hous- e
cracked squarely in two and
is now a mass or ruins.
The damage was so great to the
railroad right of way that a force of
men was at once put to work in
changing the tracks on the main line
100 yards east of the mine to secure
safety. All trains coming into and
leaving the district are now being run
over the tshort line.
A carload of pipe has been ordered
rushed to Victor, that the water sup
ply of that city may be protected by
immediate repairs. The course of the
water main will probably have to be
changed a quarter of a mile east of
the Independence at heavy expense
Cause of the CollaiMe.
Although shaft No. 2 Is not being
used at present, It is Impossible to
state the exact loss the Stratton's Independence, Limited, has sustained.
The shaft was timbered at heavy expense and was used an an exit for
miners In case of foul air or accident
underground when the men could not
be raised through the main shaft.
The damage to shaft No. 2 cuts off
an escape for the hundreds of men
employed underground in this property In case the main shaft cannot
on
used. This Is the second cave-I- n
the Independence property and one
of
of the most serious settlings
ground In this district.
in
operating
is
said that leasers
It
the surface of the mine, while pushing work with all possible speed. In
taking out ore, failed to put In proper
timber. This Is alleged to have been
the cause of the cave-IOf the $50,000 damag? caused" by
the Stratton'i Indepenthe cave-Idence will suffer a loss of about $30,-00- 0.
The damage to the pipe line
and the repairs will be $10,000. The
railroad company and the lower end
of the Portland property Kustalned
a loss of $10,000.
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BALLOON

Victor.

PACK RKVKX.

OLD SPORTS AT THE GAME

OUT

OF BLAZING

MINES

1

CITIZEN.

tA

New York, July 20. With his balloon biasing above him and' 5.000
persons gazing at him In terror, W. A.
Meeker this afternoon made a daring slide for life down a guide rope
200 feet long.
He landed on & roof on an engine
house. To the amazement of all, he
escaped with a few bruises and a pair
of badly burned hands.
None who witnessed the sensational deed doubted the truth of the big
handbills which announced:
"Professor W. A. Meeker will make
an astounding, nerve thrilling, death
defying leap from a balloon."
Meeker had been billed as ons of
the attractions at a picnic.
Straight Into the air the big balloon went, until at an altitude of
about 500 feet. It was caught by a
northeast breese.
As it veered In Its course flames
were seen curling about the silk surface.
Sleeker, still swinging, head downward from the trapeze, apparently
did not know of his danger.
But presently he discovered it, and
he coolly mounted to the trapexl bar
and looked first at the flames and
then down at the frantic crowd.
8Udo for Life.
The balloon rose to a height of
about 1,000 feet, the flames growing
fiercer every minute, and then started to descend. Its downward flight
was gentle, and there was every indi
cation that the big bag would be en
tirely consumed (before it reached the
atground. When his parachute
tached failed to work he jabbed holes
In the hot air bag and made a descent that startled the spectators.
Missing a ducking by good luck, the
balloonist made a flying jump and
landed on the engine house on the
WUylls avenue bridge, practically unharmed.
The hitch In the parachute was
due to tangled ropes and when Meeker, who had been seated cn a swinging bar, suddenly began to scramble
up a rope until he reached the gas
bag, the crowd below thought it part
A
of the performance and cheered.
moment later the aerial artist had
pierced a half dozen holes In the
bog. which shot toward the earth. As
It dropped It swayed back and forth
and Meeker, who had recovered his
seat on the bar, was seen to hold his
seat with difficulty. When a hundred
feet above the Harlem river the balloon halted, swung over a bridge and
Meeker slid down the rope and then
jumped, landing safely.
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Co.

Experienced bookkeeper
WANTED
that can do telegraphing. Address.
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,
N. M.
WANTED

First class cook at Allen
hotel. Must furnish reference. $50
per month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-len- a,

breaking in

i

needed

1

PnSONAIi

PROPERTY

LOAKsV

WNEY to LOAN
On

Pianos, Organs
urnltura.
Horses Wagons and other Chattels
also Ol SALARIES AND WARS
The flexible sole Red Crosi
HOUSE. RECEIPTS, as low as $11
ana as t.n M $2oo. Loans arc Shoe is
from
quickly tad, U strictly prtvats
Tims: .On, month to ons year givas Me start.
Goods rsiain in ronr possession
.The burnin&r and
Our rates tre reasonable. Call ana
caused by stin soles and the
see us Dero borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
pvils of thin soles are preSteamship tjtts to and from ai
vented by the Red Cross. It
PrU0f ths world.
Rooms I
Enables a woman to be on her
Grant Bid.
10 tH
Railroad Ave.
feet for hours at a time with
PRIVA-B- )
OFFICES.
Op Evenings.
lomfort.

N. M.

ANTED People who want something, to advertise in Ths Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
WANTED
Ladles who wIsiTstyllsh
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
on Miss C. P. Crane,
511 North
Second street Millinery at half
price.
IVA.NTED At once, woman to do
housework;
small family, good
wiges. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
423 North Second street.
resl- WANTED To buy 6 or
oence, only real bargains need apply. Address, C. E. L., Citizen ofV

comfortable

achincr

J .d

A stylish

KALKSMfy WANTED?

PROFESSIONAL CARDS Woe that
absolutely
tpmfortcble

Ira ML Bsjd.
ATTORNEY AT Uw.
at
N. W.. Washington, D.rj.
pensions
copyngtta eamats
iana patents,
letter patents, trade tnu-kiaim
R. W. D. ArrsT
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuauer
iV. Sr. KiJ Om
que, n. M. unlet.
First Nation
fsttsf OA kar,
pans: Dunging.
(
E. W. Dohann.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. rm. I ..t J fice;
WANTED (Men who are used to, and Cromwell block, Albuquerque, tt. V 'J"urus
who have worked on a pile driver.
UUMTISTS.
Apply Santa Barbara Tie and Pole
iigh Shoeg,
Co., room 3, First National Bank
DB.
J. K. KRAFT,
building.
54.00
Dental
Surgeon.
WAITED" To trade land with" aT-Rooms I and
Barnett bullttua
tesian well in Pecos valley for AlLet us fit you.
buquerque or California property. over yj ttienrs arug store. Phtm
Address Irrigated Farm, care Citi- No. 744. Appolntmsnts mads by ml,
zen office.
DR. C. A. KLLER,
Dentist.
SALESMEN WANTED.
N. T. Armlio Building.
Phone
121 Railroad Anna
WANTED Capable salesman to cov
lutmund J. Alger, D. D,
er New Mexico with staple line;
mo. SOS Railroad avenue.
Offle,
high commissions with $100 monthly advance. Permanent position to nours,
a. m.. to 1J:$0 p. m.: 1
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., Dem. to I p. m. Both phones.
troit. Mich.
polntments mads by maU.
MEN WANTED.
v. M. Sheridan, m. r:
every
MEN WANTED Somewhere
day. If you art looking for a Job Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa
put a want ad In The Evening Citi--Tueciaeniai uie Building. Tsle
zen's want column and It will do pnone 888. "Albuquerque. N. If.
ths rest.
DR. R. L. BUST.
KOIt KENT.
Office,
N. T. Arml)o Bids.
Tuberculosis treated with Bit
FOR KENT Two nice large pleasant
rooms,
Frequency
furnished
for light houseElectrical
Current
and
Enkeeping or sleeping rooms.
And Principal Eastern Point
Germicide. Treatments given sac
Bad Burns Quickly Healed.
Broadway.
B17
quire
Pouth
delighted
am
so
with
what
day
"I
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trains
from
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished nurse In attendance. Both phones.
rooms, with use of bath, very reathat I feel bound to write and tell
BRONSOS",-HomeopatDUS. BKOXSON
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
sonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralge.
On Sole Doily
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
Silver avenue, between First and
T)rua
Over van's
Mnr.
little daughter had a bad burn on
KOK KENT Furnished cottage flats umre ana residence, 6S8.
her knee. I applied Chamberlain s
June Is! to Sspt. 30th DIl. C. A. FRANK.
It healed beautifully."
salve and
snd rooms for housekeeping, cheap
Physician
By
$10
Kurmnn.
month
summer.
and
This salve allays the pain of a burn
the
the
for
Rooms 4 snd 6. Barnett bids-- , of
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
most Instantly. It Is for sale by all
via
fice hours S to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
druggists.
K. Norrls. 110 East Coal avenue.
p. m.
FOR RENT Several small cottages.
all nicely furnished for housekeep
Ing.
NEW MEXICO GETS
J. B. Block. Jemes Hot
UNDERTAKER
Springs, N. M.
BORDERS
Old Col. Bludd, who's faced the ball
EMPLOYMENT,
CHEAPER RATES
When, balls were mad of lead,
SMPLOYMENT If you need work
Delights to see the players all.
The Citizen's want column will fur
ARCHITECTS
nish you a quick and ready means
For to the game he's wed;
of securing it at a minimum exAnil when the score is 6 to 1
Spencer.
P.
W.
Washington, D. C, July 20. In an
7
Rooms
Bar
penditure. Put a want ad In The nett building, Albuquerque.
by Commissioner
opinion rendered
He smiles In unctuous way
M
N.
today and be at work tomor
Citizen
Prouty the interstate commerce comAnd gurgle, "Good! I told you, son,
Both phones.
row.
mission announces Its decision in the
We couldn't lose today!"
case of the Roswell Commercial club
NOTARY PUBLIC
and others against the Atchison, To- SNAP The best paying hotel busl- peka & Santa Fe Railroad company
Tbos. K. D. Maddlson.
WHEIIK THEY PLAY.
ness In New Mexico for $1,800 casn,
and others.
Low rates, long limit, tickets ac
Office with W. B. Cbildsrs.
11)
5 6 3
See M. L. Schutt, 219 South Second West Gold
The complaint in the case has in is
Batteries
Bebee
cepted on Limited and all other
Marshall;
and
avenue.
National
street.
sue the reasonableness
of different
'""inn wnu i.Koin.
Chicago at New York.
trains. Call at ticket offlcs and ws
Xew York:
COR SALE
Fine young Jersey bull.
rales between various points in the
R- - H.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Chicago
will plan your trip back east- - We
mornings,
611 North
United States and Roswell, Hagerman
Inquire
at
12
14
Pittsburg at Boston.
New York
and Carlsbad, in New Mexico.
The
9
7
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
Department of the Interior, land of are all going. Why not youT
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
present class rates from Kansas City
Batteries Brawn and Kling; Mat- - FOR SALE Half Interest in estab
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,
American Ix'iiguc.
and St. Louis, Ualveston and Denver,
tuiu nowtrman,
Bred-tni"Bu
1D07.
llshed poultry business.
New York at St. Louis.
to said points in New Mexico are un
At
Boston:
E.
r.
Harger,
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T.
h.8
Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
Boston at Chicago.
just and unreasonable and reductions
2
T. E. PURDY, Agent
legos, or Han Rarael, N. M., has
prop.,
Mountain
and
uai
12th street
Washington at Cleveland.
were ordered.
Boston
0 6
filed notice of his Intention to make
road.
Philadelphia at Detnit.
Certain commodity rates to the
Llefleld
.Batteries
five-yeand Gibson;
proof In support of
final
same points in New Mexico were held
POUND Through the want column his claim, vis: Homestead entry No.
uuiig ana jsrawn.
HOW TIIKY STAND.
to be excessive. The commodity rate
Brooklyn:
At
of The Evening Citizen, Just what 6998 made April 22, 1902,
H.
R.
E
for the
nn irrnln anH erra i n .nrnrinrita from
you have been looking for.
An w V4
Cincinnati
1
and SVi SWU. section 84.
Xationul League,
points in Kansas and Oklahoma were'
Brooklyn
advertising source sure to bring re' township
h 13
6 N., range 7 W.. and that
7
Won.
4
Lost
Pet.
cents
ordered to be reduced from
Batteries Mitt and McLean; Pas- turns for small expenditure. Try a said proof win be made before 61161
20
.753
on flour and 45 cents on wheat to c:nU?a??
want ad and be convlnceu
ana Kitter.
vestre Mirabal. U. 8. court commis
47
30
.810
ew. YorR
42 cents on flour and 40 cents on
IOST.
7
sioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on Aug- - I INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT1
31
.003
American League.
wheat. The commodity rate on mm- ''.'J.1,1"1"8.
purse, containing ust C. 1907
LOST A ladles
43
NOTART PUBLIC.
34
At St. Louis:
.658
ber to points In Texas and Louisiana Philadelphia
R.
H.
E
several rings, watch, locket, card
He names the following witnesses
37
45
.451 ft. L,ouis
4
was ordered to be reduced from 45 Brooklyn
7
name
$25
provs
and
address.
up
ladle
with
to
33
his continuous residence
44
Rooms II and 14 Cromwell Blucfe,
R
.429 New York
.0,rt,on
2
cents to 32 cents per 100 .pounds; and
July 14 on, and cultivation of, the land, vis:
LoBt Sunday,
reward.
32
48
.400
Batteries PeJty and Stevens; Ches- Albuqusrqus. Telephone No.
that on salt in sacks from Hutchison. Cincinnati
.
Return to this office.
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
19
67
ro ana
.221
Kan., was ordered to toe reduced from hti Louis
Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno Trujlllo,
At Detroit:
35 cents to 30 cents per 100 pounds.
R. H. E
Are you looking for sometnlng? Re
American League.
all of San Rafael, N. M.
Detroit
6 6
The commodity rates on apples, almember the want columns of The
Pet.
Won.
Lost.
Philadelphia
MANUEL n. OTERO,
1
points
6
falfa and alfalfa meal from
Evening
Cltlsen are for your especial
52
29
.642
Register.
Batteries Donovan and Schmidt
in New Mexico to Fort Worth. Texas, Chicago
benefit It talks to ths people and
BARGAINS
47
REAL ESTATE
33
o
.588 Dygert. Craig, Bartley and Powers.
were held to be unreasonable and Cleveland
they talk to you.
32
45
.584
At Cleveland:
R. H. E
were ordered reduced from 50 cents Detroit
Long Live the King
45
33
.577 Cleveland
0
0 12
on apples and 34 cents on alfalfa and Philadelphia
Rent
Is the popular cry throughout Euro-pea- n
For
ew
xorx
37
41
.474 Washington
nn Alfalfa, meal to 4K rents on a.DDle&
0 7
countries, while In America,
fell room brick
house.
PENNYROYAL
33
Louis
PILLS
47
.412
(Batteries
Liebhardt and Clarke;
cry of the present day Is "Long
and 30 cents on alfalfa and alfalla St.
the
twin,
cellar,
lourtli
. . 29
4
Boston
,'77
HeyUoiu
ssmitn
and
meal.
King's
They
WtwkiMM,
New
Discovery,
King
lrrjrta
live
Dr.
ovtreooM
$20.00
ward
'.33a
Washington
Iwrily and owlMtons.iuur
vtyu
?f
(lame called on account of rain and
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
Apartments In Hope flaw,
and banian pain ol maiMs-darkness.
modMa.
Ttyder
Uua."
tvrj
Tney
which Mrs. Julia
Paine,
"
two to sis rooms,
onuoii. ;
"r.
?.amP"
Western
Learue
irie
to flrli
vontuihoou, aullnf
Turro, Mass., says: "It never falls
ern convenience, 910
ai our mure. 11
tienim
Won ' I osL Pet
vlopmenior onrAoaa-v- body, hm
Wetttern League.
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your Omaha
20.00
to give Immediate relief and to
to
known rwrntnty fur woman xfiswai
5J
35
.6'S
At
R.
Pueblo:
H.
E
nut do hnn life
Can
thorn.
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mra
irjr una Kivwr D.g Moines
Four room brick lioum,
.
43
35
.551 Denver
nein or xviuueya, men
a pirmsiir-?3 4
com
al per
Imtli,
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has Lincoln
cellar,
Fourth
Paine a opinion Is shared by a ma45
38
sold rv
.542 Pueblo
ranll.
bf
2
6
irOTT CHEMICAL i..Uml awsktW
23.00
cloeely matched Old Java and Mocha Denver
jority of the inhabitants of this counward
40
.606
39
R.
Batteries
MoDon
Adam
and
ANN 4 fcOM
OB AbM BY
Seven room brick Iiouhc,
try. New Discovery cures weak lungs
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has sinux City
48
35
.422 ough; Jackson and Drill.
modern, furniHlicd or
not a single grain of real Coffee in U. pueblo
and sore throats after all other
29
49
.372
At
Omaha:
R.
II.
E
In.
clou
unfurnlhlied,
s
remedies have failed; and for coughs
Health cones imitation
Dr. Bhoop
,
4
6
Omaha
Three rooms for light- Is made from pure toasted grains or
YKSTKIUXWS GAMES.
and colds Its the only sure cure.
3
2
Sioux City
clone.
housekeeping,
15.00
In.
'cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. Made
Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c and
and Gondlng
Batteries
Thonnson
liouHe,
South
Five room
$1.00 bottle free.
in a minute, no tedious wail.
ton '
National League.
Smith and Sheehan.
15.00
and CURE TM LUMC8
street
Kcoond
.up.
nw
IT
a
V
II.
arl
II,. it
At Phlladeluhia:
R. H. E.
R. H. E.
At Lincoln:
room
frame,
Five
Flrt
3
Brigham.
tit. Louis
0 2
3
Lincoln
3 &
20.00
ward
WITH
The fat boy with the beefy neck
Gives all his thoughts an airing.
The umpire's frame he longs to wreck
When his decision's glaring;
And oh, he gets his money's worth,
For when he goes to see
A base ball game, no fan on earth
Yells half as much as he!
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WM. CHAPLIIk

EXCURSION
O-

Colorado

6-- 8,

hs.

Pliii.

46-4-

O'

A.T.&S.F.RY.

ar

n

SE,

1

D. A. GLEYGTCa

101-iu- s

"WISE"

BUT

PLAYS OLD

GAME

AND LOSES

II.

JVie-inow-

New York, July 20. Vanderllne
Pollock, who lives at 378 West 48th
street and keeps a restaurant in
Broadway, has Jived In this city for
years. He reads the papers and plays
the races, yet he fell. He admits It.
He said three weeks ago three men
dined In the place, and in passing
out engaged him in conversation
about the ponies. Pollock had dropped $900 at the tracks, yet he listened
to the old, old story of an operator
who was to tap a wire and tip the re
suits.
Pollock said he drew $900 from the
bank, and went with the three to a
supposed poolroom In 55th street. The
new acquaintances told him something had gone wrong, but he could
win his $900 back and more by fol
lowing instructions.
had
Pollock
$140 left. It went
the next day.
Then he called at police headquarters.
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It
Builds
Force
1

What Is medicine for? To cure vou. if sick, vou sav.
But one medicine will not cure every kind of sickness, because different
medicines act on different parts of the body. One medicine goes to the liver,
So that is why
another to the spine. Wine of Cardui to the womanly organs.

Wine of Cardui

has proven so efficacious in most cases of womanly disease. Try it.'
Mrs. Wm. Turner, of BartonvlDa. II. writes : "I suffered for years with f emats diseases,
without relief. My back and head vould hurt me, and I suffered agony with bearing-dov- n
I took Wine of Cardui and nov I am In good health." Sold everywhere, la J 1.00 bottles.

WRITE US A LETTER

and doctored
At last

215 W, st

Gold Ave.

OOOOCXXCXXXDCXXXXXXXXXXIOCXX)

Nov Discovery
Price
$1.00
fobCOUCH8a4 60c
Frst Trial.
flNSUMPTION

Des

Moines

2

Ilattfrles Zackert, tleotte and
livan; Gilmunilwin and Dexter.

4
1
Sul-

American Association.
At Kansas City:
Kansas City 6;
Louisville 9.
(Milwaukee-Toledo
At Milwaukee:
game postponed; wet grounds.
Minneapolis
3;
At Minneapolis:
Columbus 4.
Indian-apollii
St. Paul 2;
At St. Paul:
1.

pales.

Writ, today fnr fr. copy of vahiaMe 6-- p
UluttrsMd Bouk frv Wrcntn.
If yon nart Medical
A4vlc., dVTlba yuur tyaMom, suunc as, and reply will ba sent In auln Malad aavdopa.
Advlaory
A4drau: L4m
IMv., Tlx Chatunuora MatUtlna Co.. CluitanoBsa. Trnn.

Dr. King's

A. Montoya

A

large line of crass, bronzed and

Iron beds, small refrigerators, carpets, linoleum, window shades, curtain poles, stair pads, mattresses,
Moves and ranges, baby Iron beds.
Futrelle Furniture Co.

0LD8

and Uiuckest Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
faur est
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will cure lillnd
E SDr.
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lea ant 1 beb
uieiit Inpriiarfd for
Ing of ihd pmah) puna tCvr.-- box a
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvaxado.
f
Max M. Manze, St. Louis: R. R
Webster, Chicago; Mrs. O. W. Telgh
and son, St. Joseph; Mr. and Mrs. D.
PA
R P
.
W.
Merrlam, Long Beach, Cal.;
Come in before our
closes
C. W. W. Wllken, Denver; E. M.
and get next to some of the many Bargains we offer. We still
Wolfe,
Sanjule
Gallup;
P.
wrfe,
and
RAlLROADAVE.l?
314 WEST
Wichita; George F. Munson, Jacob
have a good assortment of the following goods on hand.
Newman, Chicago; J. J. Fltzpatrlck,
St. Louis; E. E. Coleman. Wichita;
Ben
Washington;
J.
F. Hupp. St. Louis; D. W. Ogden,
&
Kansas City; W. L. Hawland, H. C.
Green
K.
Denver;
Barchmal,
William
Preston, EI Paso; C. R. Walsrworth,
&
the court of Justice T. A. Gurule In Lowell, Mass.; W. J. Sweeney, Denerreen
precinct No. 6, Harelas. They are ver; C. M. Wendover, St. Louis.
1 on time.
No.
17.75
First
The money invested in a pair of our dainty Summer
to be tried on July 22, 23, 24, and
Xo. 9 on time.
Kturfws.
cases.
25.
All
are
civil
No. 4 on time.
Mr. and Mrs. George Weiss, La- Shoes will give you big returns in satisfaction and com
Cs'o. 8 on time.
Mrs. Rleger. wife of Dr. Rleger, of guna; StanJelgh
Weiss, Laguna;E. C.
14.75
Second No. 1 nt 8:15 p. m.
Kansas City, Mo., who has been visit- Lawrence, Denver; Otto Breltwleser,
fort. You can pass through the several months of ho?
No. t) ut 12:30.
Mrs. Woods, St. Louis; L. E. DovaJl. Raton; Al
ing her slster-ln-lahas returned home. Mrs. Woods Is bert Coell, St. Louis; W. R. Patter
Green
12.75
weather ahead of us, without any inconvenience if y
J. 8. Adams, of Memphis, Tenn., Is at present In Denver, Colo.
son, Ixui Angeles; J. O. Leslie, Uttar
In the city today.
A. M. Gllderslceve, general manwa, III.: L. Ohlln, Guam; A. A. and
keep your feet cool.
John J. Dalney. of Newton, Kan., ager of the Colorado National Assur- J. G. Rouiller, Paraja.
11.75
ance company with headquarters at
hn arrived In the city.
Grand Central.
the city this
Chlnnlo V. Arulrre, of Los Luna. Denver. Colo., arrived in through
$14.00,
Eugene
AriIF.
Wlnslow;
Or
Llscomb,
morning
trip
from a
Is visiting In Albuquerque.
tiz, J. T. Cassor. G. Trupp, William
10.75
Attorney A .B. McMillen returned zona.
utreet
A
car was slightly damaged Bridges, Las Vegas.
to the city last night from the east.
$12.00,
In crossing the tracks at the corner
Savoy,
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt went to
Central avenue and Second street
N. M., this morning to visit of
II. A. Masters, H. Bancroft, Wlnswere low;
rear
morning.
wheels
this
The
Men's Shoes,
Los Angeles; S.
Trulenberg,
D.
relatives.
thrown from the rails and the air
L. J. Carter, of Silver Pity, arrived compressor was broken. The car wai Grantham. Kansas City; Chlmalo W.
Aquirre, Los Lunas.
Oxfords,
Caps,
1.50
here tod;iy on the limited from the repaired at the car barns today.
en.xt.
y
Blackwell-WielandA suit styled
Boys'
Caps,
-Shoes,
1.65
C J. Dawe, of Denver, Colo.. Is and Stationery Co. vs. H. E. Newtranwirtlng business in the city this comer, was tiled in the district court
uflernoon.
yesterday afternoon.
Oxfords,
ollloe
clerk's
1.50 i
Ml mi Katheryn Patterson, of l..nke The plu In tiffs allege that the defend-Is
indebted to them for goods
Forest. 111., Is In SanUt j?e visiting ant
Shoes,
Belts,
purchased to the amount of $972.22
A new restaurant' under the man- relative.
sum
prays
In
judgment
that
and
a
for
ugement
Anderson,
and
of
Marcus
1.0(7
Mrs. E. Rosenwald and family left
Oxfords,
has been opentd In place of the one
this afternoon for a visit at Long together with the costs of the suit.
15c
formerly known as Graham s care,
Beach, Cal.
l-- 4c
and Is now in first class running orLeo and Frank Quler. will leave "SAID PASHA". FOR
der. You will find there the best that
tomorrow afternoon for Corralles on
Boys'
the market affords, at prices to suit
a dove hunt.
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
Dr. Charles K. Luken and wife atexperienced
cooks
most
best
and
the
SUNDAY
NIGHT
wedding at
tended the McKle-BlooIn these parts, and nobobdy knows
All
Santa Fe yesterday.
the management and flanclerlng of a
Green
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
Mr. and Mrs. Carey Seemuller. left
this morning for a pleasure and busiOn account of the Illness of a mem- Your patronage will be appreciated,
d
200 doi. 50o and 75c
o
Tics Green TuciknI
25c
ness trip to Denver.
ber of the ca.t of H. M. S. Pina60 dos. High Grade Shirts worth $1.50 to
Grccu Tagged 95c
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
Use
Call on
iMrs. Oeorge Abel and
daughter fore" last night, the play "The MasContains' no opiates.
it
have returnd from a visit In Chi- cot," was produced at 111 the Casino. Syrup.
to appear drives the cold out of the system by
cago and St. Louis.
The player is still too
"Giroile-Ulrollmoving
Contains
tonight,
bowels.
gently
the
vlll
hence
W. C. Swank and family left last
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
evening for a visit at their former be tonight's bill.
"Said Pasha," however, will be put good as maple syrup. Children ilka
home In Lockwood, Mo.
O'Rlelly & Co.
on Sunday and .Monday nights withF. S. Fueman, of Ann Arbor, Mich., out fall as the company has arrang- It Sold by J. H.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.
O.
Mich.,
Detroit,
and
Carnlsh,
Y.
of
IJ.
ed for those plays.
Take a Postmaster's Word for It.
W? are In the- city this afternoon.
Mr. M. F. Hi a.'.on, postmaster at
Dr. J. M. Easlerday left yesterday DID NOT PROVE
qt7
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
,
ior n:s rormer nome in .xoeomas,111. in.,
THEIR INNOCENCE of general merchandise and patent
where his mother is seriously
Milwaukee. Wis., July 20. Court medicines. He says: "Ohamberlain'a
109 North
St.
this noon Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea RemA marriage license was granted to- Commissioner Bloodgood
D.
Goff
Guy
and
others
held
All
mnd
to Candelarla Chavei and
that
day
Kindt
of
Indian
Tba Cbaapast
Goods.
Maxlean
.inc.
Its
edy
in
here
it
is
standard
Kb
Herrera, both of San Ignaolo. who were Indicted In the Denver coal never falls to give satisfaction and
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankoti and Mtxloan Drawn Work
proven
not
that
frauds,
have
land
withwe
to
rtosse,
hardly afford
be
A. C.
of Osage City, Kan., they
are innocent, and that there are out could
Mail Ordoro Cmrotully mini Promptly rillod.
an old friend of Chief Thomas
it." For sale by all druggists.
to hold them for
Is In the city visiting the chief. grounds enoughcharged
original
conspiracy,
as
the
in
Subscribe for The Citizen and
Ed Merz, a business man of Dem-In- g, ii.dictments.
N. M., passed through the city
The court, however, was in doubt the newt.
this morning en route to New York whither a renewed conspiracy had
City.
been proved, and whether the gov
Mike Calley, of St. Marys. Kan., ernment had sustained each of Its
and George J. Campbell, of Bronson, fouiteen counts and for this reason
Kan., arrived In the city last even- ordcied the government on July 29 to
ing.
produce evldtnce to further prove Its
In the meantime the cases
E. L. Medler, assistant U. S. at- charges.
open until then.
torney for New Mexico,
left this ar The
FOR CASH ONLY
ruling, of the court Is a great
morning for Las duces on legal
disappointment to Goff and his assoCat
(business.
1
$8.50
Block per ton
32 1 -- 323 W. R.R.Ave.
who will probably appeal if the American Lump
A. E. Roueller. a prominent cat ciates
6.50
quashed. They Cerrlllos
are
not
Indictments
tleman of Peralta, arrived In the city are making every effort to keep from Anthracite Nut
W.OO
'by his being sent to Denver ror trial.
this morning, accompanied
Anthracite Mixed
brother.
9.50
Anthracite, furnace sizes
COO
Clean Gas Coke
Mr. and Mrs. John Roswell, ac- ARMISTICE DECLARED
Smithing
Coal.
by
companied
their wn, left this
IN MINERS' R.TTLK.
morning tar Los Angeles.
via El
Denver. Colo.. July 20. This was
Our
Paso.
another dav of truce In the neeotla
Judge Robert E. Morrison, district tions between the United Mine corn
Line of
attorney at Phoenix, Ariz., was In ers of America and the operators of
the city yesterday evening en route the Wyoming coal fields. The own
to El Paso.
,
ers have not compieiea meir coun
pre
LITsfBER MILL WOOD,
RefrigMiss Lois Brookfleld, who has been ter proposition to the schedule
$2.50visiting her sister, Mrs. J. S. Easter-da- sented by the men. but expect to Green
have It ready for a Joint conference Factory
In
to
has
home
her
returned
erators
Monday morning.
Omaha.
President Gibson and other district
W. E. Frank, accompanied by his
of the Mine Workers were In
wife and child, of Algodones, passed ofllcers
i
Lafayette
J
last night and addressed a
"r--a-Cream
through
city
morning
en
the
this
Is the
mass meeting of miners.
route east.
Freezcr
most
Professor W. K. Preston, a chemist 100 S WITt'J I M KN WILL
f
iO OX STItlKF. T01Y
of El Paso, and a former resident of
complete
Penver. Colo., July 20. one hun- a
Albuquerque arrived here from Santa
i
Daven- -switchmen and conyardmen,
dred
Fe late last night.
in the city
ductors of switching crews In the
Campbell,
of
K.
a
man
J.
'business
Denver yards of the Colorado &
i
D. C, will leave tonight Southern will ntrlke at 3:30 o'clock
B Washington.
for Ash Fork, Ariz. He aTrlved In this afternoon because of the refusal
Water
Water
the city yesterday.
of Vice President Parker to grant the
35
115-11- 7
dif
of i he men for a
Clyde Holman, a former resident of rwmt
at
to
agreed
scale
over
the
Coolers
ferential
Filters
J&
Albuquerque and now working on the the chliiiirn conference last winter.
Batwoon Railroad mnd Coppor Ave. r Tel. 74
line, spent yesterday
Belen cut-oIn
roads
the
was
before
rMiieKt
The
and today In the city.
the west of Colorado at that time, but
Peyton Gordon, of Washington, Is In order that the Chicago settlement
In Santa Fe, assisting Special Assistmight be reached the request was
ant Attorney McHarg In the investi- withdrawn by agreement and without
gation of alleged land frauds.
both sides, n was wun
nreluil c.
A
Hose,
in
understanding that the request
James T. Newhall, accountant
for the
he nresented again within a
Reels,
Mowers,
John U. Harper, superintendent of would
the Zunl Irrigation project, is in San- few months.
Our
ta Fe visiting friends.
1(1 li TALK.
Everybody buys rugs. But do you
Joseph Vaio vs. Perfecto Salas de
Futrelle Furniture
Viiio and Andres Romero, is the title huv a seamless?
court Company.
of a wult filed in the district
yesterday afternoon.
The plaintiff
Subscrllte for The Omen and got
alleges that the defendants acquired
by fraud and misrepresentation
the the news.
title of four lots In the Francisco
y Otero addition of Albuquer-

Ar-irl- jo

PERSONAL.

TAGLETS

que,
Mrs. J. W. MrKean, wife of Rev.
J. W. McKean, of Santa Fe, has gone
to San Jose, Cal.. accompanied by
KA
A US
her children to visit mends.
Kd Torllna. a former resident of
this city and now In business in St.
WEATHER FORECAST.
IjouIs. Mo., Is In the city visiting his
Mr. and Mrs. John Torllna.
lxnvtr, Colo., July 20. rartly parents,
Hon. Robert E. Morrison, of Pres-cot- t.
jrolouiiy tonight and Sunday, with local
son of Judge A. L. Morrithunder storms northwest portion of son, IsAriz.,
visiting the laHor ut S:inta Fe.
the territory.
He Is en route to Mexico on business.
Seventeen cases are docketed In
TRAIN ARR1VAKS.

q

j

Our Shoes are Paying Investments

Great Green Teg Sato

Hart, Schaffner Marx $27.50 Suits,
Tagged
$19.75
Hart, Schajiner Marx $24.00 Suits,
Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits,
Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth
Green
Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth
Green
Tagged
8.75
Entire stock of Men's 50c and 75c
Green Tagged
25c
Entire stock of
Green
50c
Tagged
25c
Entire stock 50c Belts, Green Tagged 25c
Entire stock of 75c and 90c
Green Tagged
50c
Men's Fine
Handkerchiefs, Green
Tagged
6
Knee Pants, 75c values, Green
Tagged
45c
our 75c Straw and Crash Hats,
Tagged
45c

--

OUR SHOES WILL DO THIS

a.

$1.50 to
to

Men's
Women's
Women's
Children's
Children's

o.T c

l.OOo
to

m

If in Need of Fix! res

Foiir-ln-linn-

g

Reliance Electric Co.

HARDWARE

Plumbers

rirt

Ful-genc- lo

COAL

GO.

FRESH FISH
Channel
Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators

ItnL,

n

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE WAGNER

SIMON STERN

a"

9

-- J

I

i

WOOEi)

-

y,

V.H.

C"

r2S

HAHN

& GO.

i

Ef

lgss--

NORTH FIRST STREET

I

vL

i4

ft

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Just Arrived

new supply of Garden
cotton
both
pose
rubber,
Lawn
and
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.

m

mm

WATER
COOLERS

Palace

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Gla.w, Clocks, SllYerware.
yor trade and guarantee A SQUAKE DEAL.

Eyes Tested

Artificial Eyes

None Better

Exclusive Opticians

We lnrite

West Gold II

115

BEBBER OPTIC ALICO.

The Great

Shaw's Bakery

8 WMB7MEY GOWMPAMY g

It's the talk of the town, those

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Phone 1056

A saving on High Grade Men's and Boys' Clothing of
aid you to prepare for your vacation with very little money.

One-fift-

Your choice of all Boys' Wash Suits in
Russian and Sailor Blouse styles, only . .

will ?

h

jj

loO

All Blue and Black Suits reserved.

E.L Washburn

JULY
i

mm

mm

20!h

nn

ri li

122 S. SECOND
11

11

11

i ii

rr

Co.

119 W. GOLD

FANCY DRY GOODS

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder

ifc

HntM
Trimmed
For the Next Ten Days

At !.

STUDY
THE

WIINDOWS

IA1

i

to

Than Cost

Closo

summer St4'k.
Millinery and
. ntANK.
Miss
DiVKtnuiUiiiK
1'nrlor. Mi
North

(J1

tp

Out

Alaska Refrigerators
i! White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

and have one delivered.

Clothing Sale

1

I-

pies like mother (in law) made.

This Sale closes

MOWERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Lense Griming and Repairing on Premises

RAILROAD AVE

REMEMBER!

LAWN

TREE PRUNERS

THE

Diamond

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

SI.

Sot-oli- d

Pone to Order.
(or

SiumpiiiK

FANCY WORK
Mrs, M.

224

C Wilson

p.R.

TICKETS
AND

EXCHANGED

ROSENFIEIU'S,

Oearantooo

18 W. R. R.Are

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited

BOUGHT. SOLO

Transactions

1

High Explosives

W, Gold

Association Ottloo

rirat
tta.4o,
tIT.North rirotmtroot
401,

113,

o

and

and

Material

0

Mouth

mtrmat

Albuquerque, New Mexico

it

0

-

